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A 8 S T R A C T 
The study set out to establish the extent to wh ich the needs o f 
Community ' s were taken i nto consideration in the formulation of Social 
Welfare Policy . The St ruc t ure in the Government service is such that 
Pol icy ' s ~re formulated by top ma nagement . Top management in the 
I 
Government Service i s constituted by the Ministry . When the KwaZulu 
Legi slative Assembly s i ts the Mi nister at one of these sess ions 
del i vers the policy speech . This policy is disseminated to the 
Community through the Department ' s Secretary by t he Civil Servants. 
As Soc i al Workers are concerned in the i r del i very of Social Welfare 
Services about minimising problematic situations, the study will 
examine the role played by Social Workers in the formula~ion of Social 
Welfare Policy. The involvement of Social Workers in policy 
formula tion is seen as a helpful tool i n enabling t hem to play the 
advocacy r ole. Their contr i bution wou ld enable the policy 
formulati on to have an idea a bout issues that pol icy must address. 
In order to establish the extent to wh ich Social Wor kers influence the 
formulat ion of policy , the study observed the operation of Social 
Workers . Th is was done by the looking at the case records and manner 
of intervention of the Social Worke rs . Group discussions with Socia l 
Workers was also undertaken to assess the i mpact of the Soc i al Workers 
i nterven tion on t he service consume r . The discussion l ooked at the 
development of the case from the time of intervention to the time when 
the case was closed . It was established from this discussion, that 
in most i nstances the Social Worker c l osed the case after a report had 
vi 
been written on t he home circumstances. In othe r i nstances no 
further contact had been held with the c l ient unless some ot her 
problem cropped up . 
One of the major causal factors of the lack of foll ow-up on the cases 
was identified as the referral systems. Cases get known to the 
Social Workers through the referral system . These referrals come 
from the various courts such as the Children 's Court, the Divorce 
Court etc . they could also be from members of the Public and others 
are referrals by the clients themselves. 
are diverse they come at different times. 
As these referral sources 
As a result o f this Social 
workers are not able to implement whatever plan of action they may 
have . The reasons advanced for this state of affairs was that; as 
referrals come from diverse sources, often a referral comes even 
before the social worker could make a follow-up on the prev ious 
referral. In this way social workers often end up by oiling the 
squeking wheel without finding out what the cause of the problem is. 
This state of affairs makes it difficult for Social Workers to 
evaluate what the impact of the policies and their intervention are on 
the needs of the community. 
The fact that Social Workers in KwaZulu used only the casework method, 
also made it difficult to determine what the Community ' s needs were. 
Although casework does provide indicators to what the problem areas 
are in a Community . If the cases are not followed up and surveys 
undertaken, one can end of treating only the symptoms , without 
identifying what the real problem is . 
vii 
A quest i onnaire was also s ent Lo Social Workers and t o Sr)( 1a1 Work 
Managers . This would assis t i n de termining the knowledge thnt Social 
Workers had about pol i c i es . Al s o to esltablish whether soc 1a 1 workers 
had any contribution i n the formulation of Social Welfarp Policy . 
The findings would throw light on the relationship between Snrial Work 
Practice and Social Welfare Pol icy formulation . The re la Lionsh i p of 
these two disciplines is an i mportant one for the promot ion n r· social 
functioning of individuals , groups and communities . 
The find i ngs showed that there was no relat ionship betw~P n Social 
Workers and policy formulation . This was clearly evidenu!d in the 
supervision structure . The r ole of supervis i on linking 
practitioners to pollcy makers i s discussed in Chapter 2 . 
The study concludes by proposing a model for Social WelfarP Policy 
formulation in KwaZulu. The proposed model does not do away with the 
existing structures . There is , however , a structure inc 1 .;clc!d in the 
model wh ich would provide a type of intervention that can rw ~Jvide for 
the identification of needs . The referra ls that get t o th~ Social 
Workers are used as points of entry into the estab 1 : :;hmen t of 
programmes . The programmes that social workers will be .nvolved in 
can be evaluated to measure the i mpact of the intervent.. . ~, n on the 
identi f ied need s . Those needs that cannot be met thr· r,up;h hese 
programmes will serve as a guide to policy decisions . 
.I 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are few Jndividuals, Professiona l Associa tions and even human 
service organisations who\ would deny the fact that· there is an 
overwhelm~ng concern about the impact and effect of Social Work 
Services. The circumstances that prevail in the KwaZulu Department 
of Welfare are some of the evidence of this concern. KwaZulu was 
granted land from certain areas of land what was known as Natal and 
Zululand. (See ~ppendix 8). It is not part of this study to enter 
into a debate about the acceptance and validity of the use of these 
boundary definitions. These are used only to enable the reader to 
understand the prevailing relationship between KwaZulu and the South 
African Central Government boundaries. 
KwaZulu was declared a Self-Governing non-Independent homeland on the 
31st march 1972. As a result of this declaration of Self-Governing 
powers to KwaZulu, a number of services were handed over from the 
South African Central Government to the KwaZulu Government. One of 
these was t he delivery of Social Welfare Services. A matter of great 
concern has been the realisation that the structure in the Department 
of Welfare has grown and expanded and yet t here is no evidence of 
change i n the communities served. 
In 1972 when KwaZulu took over the delivery of Welfare Services there 
were four Social Workers in the Department. By 1977 when the 
(~ i i) 
Department of Health and Welfare was proclaimed the number of Social 
Workers had increased to forty seven. In 1986 when the study was 
I 
undertaken there were! over eighty social workers. This situation 
which was frustrating · both to the profession and the service 
: 
deliverers was a major motive for this study. . The concern revolved 
around the role of social work practice in relation to the problems 
and needs in the Communities. 
Within these concerning area the primary objective .of the study became 
one of examining the auspices and functioning of Social Workers. The 
primary objective became that of establishing what the relationship 
was between the Policy makers and the Social Workers. This would 
throw light of where the discrepancy was. Dunn in his comments about 
the professionalisation of social sciences conclu~that the primary 
function of Social Scientists is to investigate policy problems and 
·1 
broad sets of potential . solut~ons . . Policy and Practice should aim 
at addressing the presenting ~roblems. 
i 
! 
\ 
As the Department of Welfare \ was at a point where it was breaking away 
\ 
of Healtih this seemed an appropriate 
\ 
time of from the Department 
\ promoting a working and m~aningful relationship between the 
practitioners and Policy Makers. So that Policy formulation should 
be based on the needs and circumstances of the polic~ consumer who are 
the Communities. 
\ -
1. William Dunn: Public Policy Analysis: An Introduction, Prentice-
Hall Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 
CHAPTER 1 
Statement of the Problem 
The underlying philosophy in the delivery of Social Welfare 
I Services iry KwaZulu, is that the government depends on the 
community for the identification of needs, and the 
government only provides responses to those needs that 
cannot be provided for by the family. This implies that 
the Social Welfare policies that the government formulates 
should aim at addressing the needs that the community has 
identified. 
In order to determine what the working relationship is 
between the Government and the community, we have to look at 
the following structure which shows the intended operational 
relationships be t ween the KwaZulu Government and the 
community. 
"DIAGRAM A 
THE MINISTER OF WELFARE & PENSIONS ~(-- THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
1 
THE SECRETARY OF WELFARE & PENSIONS 
CIVIL SERVANTS 
l 
THE COMMUNITY 
r 
MEMBERS OF LEGISLATIVE 
ASSEMBLY 
i 
LOCAL. AUTHORITIES 
i 
THE COMMUNITY 
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Diagram A shows the structure 'that should disseminate' and 
interpret policy to the community for implementation . The 
I 
evaluation results of the implemented policy should serve to 
inform the Minister concerned, and the Legislative Assembly 
of the issue that policy should address. The right hand 
side of the structure shown should serve as a needs 
identification channel. When the communities have 
implemented the policies as defined and disseminated to them 
from the top to the bottom of that structure, communities 
should be able to determine what the needs are that policy 
should address. 
Although this governmental structure presented is simple and 
clear, what is needed is the translation and understanding 
of what role this structure is expected to play in the 
provision of human welfare services. · The Ministers in 
KwaZulu make policy speeches at every Legislative Assembly 
sitting. The Legislative Assembly sits for a number of 
months every year. A matter of concern is that, there is 
no link between what the Minister delivers in his policy 
speech and what happens at community level. This is 
clearly evidenced if one looks at the policy speeches and 
what the civil servants and the communities do. In the 
Department of Health and Welfare, social workers also serve 
as civil servants who have a role of interpreting and 
disseminating welfare policies to the commun i ty. 
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Ideally, social workers i n the Welfare Di vi s ion , withi n t he 
KwaZulu context should serve as a l i nk be t ween the 
government and the communit i es . It is, howeve r, apparent 
that this role is not performed effectively and e fficient ly . 
And that is the concern of this study . The conc ern that 
social work addresses minutiae issues and not t he real 
problems that face communities has been expressed by 
professionals and the communities thus served. The sever i ty 
of this problem compelled professional organizations like 
(SABSWA), the South African Black Soc i al Workers ' 
Association to appoint at their Annual Genera l Meeting in 
1983 a committee to undertake research i nto the causal 
factors of the observed discrepancy between social work 
practice and the application of theories learnt at social 
work educational institutions . 
The activities which social workers have t o be engaged in 
with families in the rural areas , are often not the 
classical social work professional activities wi th i n which 
2 
they are familiar . 
2. Nzimande, S V: Social Change and Family Support System in a 
Rural Community in KwaZulu. Ph . D Di ssertation . 
University of·South Afr ica, 1985 : 232 . 
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Qualified social workers in KwaZulu are often times engaged 
in the non-professional activities . In the past five years 
the KwaZulu area has experienced a number of disasters in 
succession. · First there was the drought , then the floods, 
facti on fights and wildfi re disasters. Throughout all 
these disasters social workers provided social assistance by 
way of distributing food and clothing . After the disasters 
everybody went back to their routine work. No post -
disaster research or evaluation were undertaken in order to 
establish how the problem could be prevented from re-
occuring or alleviated in future . 
Even the identification of what the problem is, was not 
done . The involvement of the social workers is a cosmetic 
one, of treating only the symptoms and ignoring the causes 
of the problems. 
Purpose of- the Study 
The study intends to identify where the breakdown is in the 
area of policy formulation and implementation . An 
important purpose that the study hopes to achieve is to 
propose a model that will aim at promoting a structure for 
the formulation of policy that takes into account the needs 
of the communities as identified by practitioners. The 
- 5 -
r ationale f or i nvolvi ng the practit ione rs ; is tha t the s t udy 
also i ntends legi t i mising the role and i mpact of soc i al work 
practit i oners, both i n the policy fo rmu l a ti on and in 
ident i fying and addressing community needs. 
In adopting these approaches the study is di rected at 
promoting the formulations of Social Welfare Pol icy on the 
basis of the welfare needs as expressed and pe r ceived by the 
communities. The study hopes t o i nt r oduce effective 
communication channels within the vari ous l evels in the 
structure. 
practioners, 
The effective ut i lisa tion of soc i al work 
it is hoped will open channels for 
dissemination of information from the operat ional level t o 
the policy makers. 
As the study is addressing itself to an already existing 
structure, it will be part of this study to establish the 
reasons and circumstances that have hind ered the effect ive 
utilisation of communication channels wi th i n the struc t ure. 
Hypothesis 
The study postulates the fol lowi ng hypothesis : 
i) that social workers in KwaZulu have a mi ni mal contr ibution 
i n the for·fllulati on of Socia l vlel fa r·e Policy . 
- 6 -
ii) that there is a break i n communication between policy 
makers, social work practitioners and the communit ies that 
are affected by the policy and social work services . 
3 
Yelaja Shankara, writing on "Social Policy Prac t ice" 
endorsed the importance of an interdependence relationship 
between policy formulati on and practice . Yet it is not 
clear as to what extent social workers in kwaZulu are 
working in .the realm of Social Policy. If policy-makers 
and social work practice do not utilise this 
i nterdependancy; the results are that they work towards 
conflicting goals or cannot assess and measure the effect of 
the impact of the policy or practice on the client group . 
3 . Yelaja Shankara A.: Social Policy Pract ice . Journal of 
Education for Social Work~ Fall 1975, Vol. 11, No . 3, 
p . 101 . 
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Limitations 
The limitations of this ltudy lS that it does not explore 
the wider public pol icy areas in KwaZulu. The study does 
not relate to the rela tionship between the South African 
Central Government and the KwaZulu Government . Although 
this relationship has implications for policy formulation in 
KwaZulu this is an area that would warrant a study of its 
own. This study concentrates more on the internal 
relationships within the KwaZulu Government, with particular 
references to the effectiveness of the Social Welfare 
'structures whether or not social workers in the system do 
make a meaningful contribution to the formulat ion of Social 
Welfare Policy . 
One of the major shortcomings of this study is that it looks 
at the functioning of only one level in the structure . 
There are a number of reasons for this . A major one is 
that social workers are supposed to play a major r ole in the 
delivery of Social Welfare Service. The princip le of 
enabling people to help themselves provides for social 
workers a wide area of intervention . If the social 
worke r ' s role of enabling is clearly understood and even 
defined for the social workers, the possibility is that they 
can penetrate the other levels i n the structu re, and thus 
improve the funct ioning withinthe structure i n the Welfare 
Department . 
- 8 -
Social scient ists have prov ided i ncreasing amounts of useful 
infor~ation about the formulation of scoial policy and 
social welfare policy . The concern that prompted th i s 
study to concentrate on the ' role that social workers can 
play, are a means of attempting to i nfluence decision makers 
to utilise not only social work service but also to 
appreciate the imput that social workers can make . It is 
hoped that the improvement of the social worker ' s role wi ll 
serve as an incentive to the social work profession for 
improving the functioning and communication within the 
structures in the KwaZulu Welfare Department . 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter 2 describes the functioning of social workers in 
KwaZulu and it also examines social workers involvement and 
role in the delivery of welfare services and implementation 
of policies . Chapter 3 examines selectively, a number of 
theoretical approaches to social policy and social welfare 
policy with particular reference to the role played by 
practitioners in policy formulation . Chapter 4 describe 
the methods adopted in data collection : It also describes 
the findings from the observation of Social Work Services . 
The chapter concludes with a discussion and interpretation 
of the responses obtained . 
- 9 -
Chapter 5 examines some of the issues that can cause 
policies fo fail . The last chapter postulates and describes 
the proposed model for Social Welfare Polic~ formulation in 
KwaZulu . 
- 10 
CHAPTER 2 
SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY IN KWAZULU 
Social Work Services in KwaZulu were adopted from the South 
African Central Government . At the time of the take over on 
the 31 March 1972 , services that were handed over were 
the Social Work Field Service, and the institutional welfare 
services. There were only f our social workers employed by 
KwaZulu at the time . One was based at Pie termaritzburg, 
two at Madadeni in Newcastle and the fourth was stationed at 
the Gi rl's Reform School in Empangeni . 
SOCIAL WORK l'IELD SERVICE 
At t he time of the handing ove r fr om the South african 
Governmen t the social workers were based at the 
Magistrate's offices, and they provided pr obation services. 
At this time the welfare divis ion was administered by the 
Department of Community Affa i r s of the KwaZulu Government. 
Th is Depa r t men t l ate r became known as the Depa r t men t of 
Interior . I n 1977 the Depar tment of Health and Welfare was 
proclaimed . There were , by this time , sixteen social 
workers s tat ioned at major ce nt r es such as Umlazi, KwaMashu, 
Mahlabath ini , Enseleni , Nongoma, Madadeni and 
- 11 -
Pietermaritzburg. A chief professional off icer was also 
appointed , to serve as the Administrative Head of the social 
I 
work services . 
In 1980 the first Assistan t Secretary was empl oyed as the 
Professional Head. The difference marked by this 
appointment meant that the Assistant Secretary wou ld give 
more attention to matters related to the professional i mput. 
Whereas in the past the chie~ professional office r served 
both as admi nistration and professional head, the assistant 
secretary would now perform only those administrative duties 
that related directly to professional practice . General 
administrative duties are undertaken by the assistant 
secretary designated as welfare admin istrator . Two 
principal s ocial workers were also appointed . These serve 
in the middle management, linking social workers and the 
welfare head office i n Ulund i , Zululand . The assistant 
sec re ta ry, chief professional office r and the two principal 
social workers operate fr om Ulundi. The problem related 
to the organisational structure wil l be discussed under 
supervision of Social Work Services i n KwaZulu. 
Throughout these changes social worke rs continued to render 
pr·oba tion welfare services . The 1985 report of the 
- 12 -
Sectional Conference of the KwaZulu Social Workers and Heads 
of Institutions lists the following as the category of cases 
that social workers deal with: 
Children's Court Cases, Juvenile and Criminal Court Cases 
Divorce Court Case, Adoptions, Single Ca re Grants, 
Maintenance Grants, Foster Care Grants, Commun ity and Group 
4 
Work Activities 
The first seven categor ies indicate the fact t hat the 
bulk of t he services rendered are statutor y . It was 
not clear from the report what r ol e the social workers 
played in community and group work activities . Ross 
distinguishes between a number of r oles 
professional worker can play i n community work. 
that the 
These are 
5 
the roles of guide, enabler , ex per t and therapist . The 
role of guide is very mu ch i n keeping with the social work 
pri nci ple of helping people to help themselves . He 
stresses the point that the choice of direct ion and method 
of movement must be that of the community . In order t o 
fullfill this r ole the worker needs to take initiative , he 
4. Sectional Conference of the KwaZulu Workers and Heads 
of Institutions : October 21 - 23, 1985 : "Annexu re A" 
page 2 c ( 1) . 
5. Ross M G: Community Organisation 
Harper and Brothe rs 
p . 200- 227 . 
Theory and Pr i nciples 
Publishers , 1955, 
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has to be objective , he must ldentify with the community and 
he must learn to accept this role and be able to i nterpret 
it to the community~ The underlying assumption fo r the 
fulfillment of this role is that the worker must have full 
knowledge of the community . 
structures, and 
A knowledge about 
the aspi rat ions of 
the 
the demographic 
community. This will enable him to identify an appropriate 
manner of interpreting his role. It is equally important 
for the worker to accept and understand the relevance of 
this role. Thus it becomes necessary for the worker to know 
himself. To know what his personal needs are, what his 
strengths and weaknesses are. The knowledge of oneself 
wi ll assist the worker i n the effort s of fulfilling this 
role. He will be better able to regulate the temptation of 
taking the responsibility away from the community, and to 
accept the consequences of any decisions taken by hi m. The 
role of enabler is one that calls for a great deal of tact . 
It can involve the need to i dentify discontent and 
encouraging the community members . The skill o f knowing 
when and how to do this makes this often a comp lex role to 
play. The tact in th is r ole involves the ability to do and 
say the right things at the r i ght time. There is, 
unfortunately no formula f or this . However , most community 
workers agree that the best way to achieve th i s is by 
enabling the community to real i se and use its potential, 
- 14 -
whi ch potential can only be realised when the worker has 
studied the community. The role of expert can sometimes be 
seen as cooflicting with the r ole of enabler . This , 
however, should not be the case . 
as complementing the other roles. 
It should ra ther be seen 
It can best be played by 
the worker who has a favourably good knowledge of the 
community, its resources etc. This role calls for t he 
knowledge of other skills by the worker. Such skills 
as research skills, community study skills, will equip him 
with expert knowledge. The r ole of therapists is very 
much a cura tive type of role. It involves certain 
activities th r ough diagnosing what the problem is , 
counselling and providing t reatment, plan of action . A role 
t ha t is very mu ch simila r to that of caseworkers . 
Even though these roles are split into categories: in 
operation they are inter-related and the worker performs 
them simultaneously. 
INSTITUTIONAL WELFARE SERVICES 
The Welfare Inst i tut ion are residential homes for children 
and for adults . The difference in category will be 
realised when each institution i s discussed. later on in this 
Chapte r. These include two reform schools . One for boys 
- 15 -
in Vuma near Eshowe, the other for girls ln Ngwelezane near 
Empangeni. There are also two places of Safety . One is 
s ituated in Umlazi in Durban and the othe r near 
Pi termaritzburg. In a~dition t here is one centre for 
physically disabled. At the time when institut ions were 
taken over in 1972, only the girls ' s i ns titution had a 
social worker. In 1980 a home for the aged was taken over 
from the Dutch Reformed Church . In 1982 the 
Pietermaritzburg Place of Safety was handed back to the 
cent ral government. 
In order to get a c lear picture of the ope rat ions of these 
institutions they will be divided into institutions for 
children and i nstitut ions for adults. 
INSTITUTIONS FOR CHILDREN 
Even though the Children's Act No . 33 of 1960 has been 
re~ea led in the South Afr ican Government, KwaZ ulu still 
uses the Children's Act of 1960 . According to the 
Children's Act No . 33 o f 1960 a place of safety is defined 
as any place established under Section 38 and incl udes any 
. - 16 -
police station, hospital or any suitable place for the 
reception of a child into wh ich the occupier thereof is 
6 
willing to ~eceive the child . 
The places of safety as defined in t he Act are meant to be 
temporary placement institution for the children . But fr om 
records, it is obvious that chi ldren in places of safety 
stay s o long that provisions are being made now for their 
longer stay at the institutions. 
The issue of an increased numbers of children in placement 
institutions is a matter that one cannot generalise about. 
It does, however, cause conce rn that no evaluation or 
research has been undertaken to establ i sh wha t the ca use of 
this situation is . Such findings can then be fed to policy 
formulators . Th is would help in formulating relevant and 
related policies tha t is policy that addresses a need or 
social dysfunctioni ng. 
6 . Children' s Act No . 33 of 1960 , p . 7 . 
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Institutionalisation poses two problems 1n the provis ion 
of services i n KwaZulu namely : 
a) Purpose of Institutionalisation 
b) Effects of Institutionalisat ion 
PURPOSE OF INSTITUTIONALISATION 
In the committal of children to institutions a number of 
disciplines and profess ionals accordingly play a role . 
These are the Magistrate, the Commissioner of Child Welfare , 
the Children ' s Court attendant , the Probation Officer , 
Social Workers and parents . Al l these have different and 
s omet i mes conflicting motives for recommending committal to 
institutions . 
The Magistrate wh o presides during the Criminal Court , ha s a 
responsibil ity both t o the you th who appears before the 
court , accused of committing a crime , and to the community . 
His respons ibility to the youth means that he must take into 
account all circumstances that could have contributed to 
making the yout h commit crime . Hence the pract ice o f 
transferring juvenile cases t o the Commissione r for Child 
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Welfare. The respons i bili ly t o the communi ly means that 
he has a duty of protecting the public welfare against 
anybody or anything that appears to affect the i r welfare. 
It is tbis responsi bility to the community that makes 
Magistrate's appear as perpetuat ing a punitive approach . 
The underlying assumption is that the Commissioner of Child 
Welfare must assist the Magistrate to resolve this conflict 
in roles . We see here again the residual implications 
where the magistrate ' s institution cannot provide adequately 
for the welfare o f its subjects, it calls on other 
institutions to assist : In KwaZulu the Commissioner of 
Child Welfare call for social workers to assist them to 
arrive at a decision . This is where the purpose of 
committals gets complicated. The commissioner of Child 
Welfare , has the responsibility of seeing that justice is 
done both to t he commu nity that is by protecting them f rom 
criminal elements, and to the youth by identifying if there 
are any e~ten0~Ling circumstances. In practical terms , the 
7 . Chapter 25 Sect . 254(1) 
of 1977 p . 127. 
Cr i mi na l Procedure Act No . 51 
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Commissioner often upholds first the respons ibi l i ty to the 
community. In the eyes of the Law the youth is seen to 
have commi tted a c r ime for wh ich he must be punished and 
this becomes the Courts first point of departu re . A 
classical example of t his is the detent ion of persons under 
18 years at a time when the state of emergency is declared . 
This conflict in r oles and responsibil ity creates confusion 
for the youth . Wh en social workers recommend 
institutionalization they often advance the f ollowing as 
grounds for r ecommending committal : 
a) That for vari ous reasons , the child ca nnot 
rehabilitated within the family s i tuation. 
be 
By 
implication this means that some of the cont ributing 
factors to the youth ' s behaviour are related to 
circumstances in the home. 
b) That the child has to be r emoved from an environment 
that is seen to be contribut i ng or causing hi s 
dysfunctional behav iou r . 
c) That the youth be r emoved to an institutivn to all ow 
t he social workers, and probation o ff ~ce rs to remedy 
the circ umstances that cause the youth to commit 
offences . Thi s programmE~ cr· process is of ten referred 
to as reconstruction services . 
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It appears therefore that the Courts ' purpose for committal 
is predominantly a puniti ve exe r cise ,! whereas the social 
workers see this as a mea ns of making allowance for 
themselves to undertake the process of recons truction 
services. If one accepts these reasons, which give account 
of what actually happens in practice, then the purpose of 
committing children to institutions does not come through as 
serving the needs of the child but rather as a purpose that 
helps the institution conce rned to fun ction. 
consequences of this, causes conflict between 
The 
the 
professional interests and the clients i nterests . Parents 
often see the purpose of i ns titutionalization as a way of 
proving them as fa i lures and also to deprive them of 
parental control . An added problem to this is due to the 
fact that; there is no clea r understanding of what purpose 
the institutions were supposed to serve . The services were 
merely taken over fr om the central government and conti nued 
by KwaZulu's Department o f Heal t h and Welfare. There has 
never been any evalua tion of t he i mpac t o f the Progra mme on 
the children . An evaluation would help cla r i fy wh ose need s 
the programme served. I s i t the needs of the client , that 
is the youth, or the profe ssiona ls '? 
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EFFECTS OF INSTITUTIONALISATION 
Professional interests do not always match the client's 
need. ~ocial workers in the institutions often avail 
themselves at times and hours that suit them. They provide 
only daytime and weekday hours. Irrespective of whether 
this meets or does not meet the client's interests . The 
consequences of this is that the clients perceive the 
institution not as a place that means to meet their needs. 
Some of the clients especially those who have psychological 
or emotional pr oblems, are not catered for. Most 
caseworkers operating · in treatment institutions have 
insufficient training to provide therapy for such category 
of cases, nor do they have adequate time to devote to such 
clients. When situations like this occur, they become 
frustrating both to the client and the worker concerned. 
Both the client and the worker tend to find i nstitutional 
life a waste of time and a boring experience . 
The agencies or Institution ' s definition of its purpose and 
services can often create problems for clients . Earlier 
mention was made of the problem related to the diverse 
understanding of the purpose of institutionalisation. When 
conflicts arise regard i ng the understand i ng of the 
institution ' s goals by the clients , the worker and the 
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organisation tend to be rigid , as client ' s needs tend to be 
defined in terms of the serv ice of fered . The client ' s felt 
i and expressed needs are normally over looked. 
The structures and procedures in ins titutions are not 
formulated on the basis of clients's needs bu t rather on how 
best the institution should fun ction. Ev idence of this can 
be seen both from the events of the place of safety and the 
handicraft centre for physically disabled. When it was 
realised that the place of safety is no longer a short term 
placement for children, efforts were made to cater for a 
long term placement for . children . Even though this creates 
further problems for the children i n that they loose their 
identity and contact with family structures. The writer 
wi ll expatiate more on this mat te r when the model f or policy 
formulation is discussed. 
The fact that these institutions were merely handed over 
from the South African central government to KwaZulu, and no 
purpose and goals are kn own, c reates problems that affect 
the client . In the sense that the client may not benefit 
from the programmes o f the institutions as these are not 
based on client ' s needs but ra ther on what the i nstitutions 
offer . 
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The absence o f any evaluation of the i mpact of 
institutionalisation or programmes leaves a vacuum. It 
seems important and esential to discover how the programme 
has changed the cl i ent'~ l i fe, and whether the programmes do 
indeed meet the client's needs . 
The arrangements of institutional services are both 
inadequate and inaccessible. The reform school for boys, 
the home for the aged and the handicraft centre for 
physi~ally disabled, all admit persons from all over South 
Africa . The criteria for admission is not based on 
whether the organisation can provide responses to the 
clients needs, but rather on their ethnic classification . 
The girl ' s reform school is the only one for African girls 
in South Africa and KwaZulu. As a result of this , like the 
other institutions, persons with a variety of needs are 
admitted. Social workers in institutions then find it 
difficult to provide programmes that can meet all the 
diverse needs of the inmates . Children admitted to reform 
schools get admitted because they have committed crimes . 
Their needs might be quite different. As one child might 
be needing love and attention whereas, as was mentioend 
earlier, some might have psychological needs, yet others 
might have basic needs of food and shelter . Children wi th 
these different levels and categories of needs all get 
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admitted to the same inst i tuti on . Because o f the small 
I 
number of sodial workers i n i nstitutions and limited hou r s 
when they are available, s ocial workers are not able to 
provide programmes that meet every individua l child's needs . 
INSTITUTIONS FOR ADULTS 
The old age home and the centre for the phys ically disabled 
have both moved away from what was seen as the i nitial 
purposes. The old age home admits from the areas under 
jur isdiction of the central government, all those people wh o 
are no l onger able to compete in the open labour market and 
can thus no longer be accommodated i n urban or white farm 
areas. The centre for physically disabled has about 50% of 
able-bodied inmates. Some of the i nmates at the 
i ns titutions are people who are either widowed or cannot 
find employment . Some of the people come from what is 
called the "welfare houses " wh ich are situa ted near the 
centre . 
Welfare houses are allocated to people wh o fa i.l to pay t he 
ordinary township rent . These are people who would have 
rented a house, but due to ce r tai n changes in the family 
finances become unable to pay rent . They a r e then 
allocated t he sub- welfare houses. 
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The centre is supposed to cater for phys ically disabled 
people from all over KwaZulu as wel l as from the c~ntral 
government white areas as long as t hey are class ified '!Zulu " 
accord i ng to National States Citizenship Act No . 26 of 1970 . 
What does create problems, is that there was no housing 
allocated for them. Problems arise because there is no 
accommodation availab le for them i n the centre and in the 
township. The state of affairs is what led to people being 
admitted to the centre from the welfare houses. This is 
another classical example of a conflict between 
professional/organisational needs and client ' s needs . The 
centre had to be seen to be doing something. Such that 
instead of addressing the problem that hindered the adequate 
utilisation of the centre by the physically disabled, 
another category of person was admitted . The reasons for 
admitting another category of persons were not based on the 
real ization that the needs of the physically disabled were 
met. They were merely a means of failing to address broad 
issues . Which broad issues would have meant looking into 
the housing problem of the physical ly di sabled who apply t o 
utilise the centre. It could also mean evaluating the 
effects of the programmes of t he centre on the l i ves of the 
physically disabled. When ment ion was made earl ie r on of 
social work services addressing minut i ae and not broad 
. 
problems, the writer had such ins tances in mi nd. 
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SUPERVISION OF SOCIAL WORK SERVICES IN KWAZULU 
The Welfare structure in the Department of Health and 
Welfare i n KwaZulu provides for three levels . There i s the 
operational level wh ich consists of social workers i n the 
var ious districts , and the supervisory leve l wh ich is 
const ituted by Senior and Chief Social Workers and top 
management which is the Assistant Secretary and Secretary . 
The Supervisors have also the responsibility of promoting 
communication channels between the practitioners and top 
management . Abel also advocates for another role tha t 
supervisors can play . This is his view : 
"that in social work , supervlslon is part of 
the life stream of ou r profession , a source 
of wealth to a worker under the right 
conditions . We have taken the easy way out : 
we have maintained supervision as we learned 
if f i rty , thirty or ten years ago . 
Supervisors have not only failed to 
r econstruct our profession but they have also 
been content to be accepted by staff as a 
fixed enBity, not a sou rce of dynamic 
lea rning". 
A great deal of lite r·atur·e has been written on how to 
su pervise . Changing models of supervision have depicted 
8 . Abels , Paul A: The New Practice of Supervision and 
Staff Deve lopment : Association Press , 291 Broadway 
N7 . 1 0007 p . 2 . 
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the supervisor as overseer, the su pervisor as counsellor and 
the superviso~ and the supervisee in a rec i procal 
transact ion. 
Abels advocates for the synergis t ic approach; this is an 
approach which moves people to unity and minimize status and 
differences that separate them 
Even though these models seem different they are all aimed 
at developing both the individual and the service. 
Th i s study is concerned with the relationship between 
practice and policy, supervisors in this context are seen as 
a means th rough which a reci procal relationsh i p ca n be 
struck between practice and policy. 
Earlier, mention was made of the relationship between the 
assistant secretary and the social work prac titioners. 
These two, that is the assistant secretary - Professional 
Services - and t he practit ioners are linked by the principal 
social workers who serve in the middle management. (See 
Diagram '' Bn) The areas served by social workers i n 
KwaZulu are so far apart that for one su pervision session 
one has to allocate two days, if the supervision ha s to be 
effective. The one day is spent on travelling and t he 
other on the supervision itself . Because o f these 
' 
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limitations, that is the dis tances and the vastness between 
the areas, it has not been poss ible in KwaZulu to increase 
the attention to the larger moral concerns . The moral 
concerns would help in determining wh.en the organisational 
goals have been met; and to enable social workers to apply 
their professional skills. One can also conc lude that one 
of the reasons that create gaps between policy and the 
implementation of that policy are among others, a result of 
an inadequate supervision structure . Supervisors serve as 
middle man. They communicate policy to practitioners for 
implementation and should in turn advise top management 
about the limitations and constraints in implementing 
policy. It is these limitations and constraints that 
should guide policy formulators about relevant issues to be 
addressed. 
identified 
These constraints and limitations can be 
through the supervision sessions . The 
difficulties experienced by persons in the supervision 
structure have added in extending the communication gap 
between practitioner and policy makers. 
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" DIAGRAM B" 
ORGANIZATION AL STRUCTURE bF KWAZULU'S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
AND WELFARE INSTITUTIONAL AND FIELD SERVICES. 
Assistant Secretary 
Based at Ulund i (Head Office) 
J 
Chief Professional officer 
Based at Ulundi (Head Office) 1--------------------, 
I Principal Social Worker (Institutional Services) 
Girls Reform School (Empangeni) 
Boys Reform School (Eshowe) 
Place of Safety (Umlazi) 
Old Age Home (Nkandla) 
Handicraft Centre (Osizweni) 
\ 
Principal Social Worker 
(Field Services) 
Based at Ulundi (Head Office) 
Social Work offices at Madaden i 
Ezakheni, Vulindlela, Ndwedwe, 
Mpumalanga, KwaMashu , Umlazi, 
Umbumbulu, Umzumbe, Makhutha, 
Izingolwen i , Nkandla, Nqutu, 
Nongoma, Mahlabathini, Ubombo. 
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SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY IN KWAZULU 
One common factor tha t mark s the relationship between social 
policy and social work prac t i~ e, and s ocial welfare, i s 
that these concepts are al l concerned with human needs and 
problems. Whether the intention is to prevent new 
categories of need from affecting other people, or be it to 
prevent or alleviate the need from re-occuring . In social 
work practice the involvemen t or in tervention of social 
workers can be preventat ive , rehabilitative, curative or 
therapeut ic . Besides these activities there are othe r 
fa c tors that influence the functioning of social workers. 
These define the auspices and resou rces under which the 
profession is prac tised . It is these professional 
resources that mark the r elationship between social pol icy , 
social work practice and social welfare . Clarke enume rated 
f our primary motives of social workers and social agencies . 
. 10 
agencies . These are the re ligious motive , 
utilitarian motive, human itarian and professional motive . 
Religious motive 
Many rel igious organ isations provi de services to i ndividuals 
fam ilies , societies and groups . The~e serv i ces are 
directed towards meeting certain needs . Re ligious bodies 
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and organisations regard g i ving as a vi rtue , and a 
responsibility that all religious organisat i ons ought to 
I 
fulf ill . The utilisation of social workers for the provision 
of social assistance as shown by t heir involvement i n the 
distribution of food parcels and clothing is an indication of 
the influence of the religious motive on Social Work and 
Welfare Service delivery. 
Utilitarian motive 
This motive is usually applied in business and industrial 
organisations .9 Its aim is to ensure that better 
relations exist between the organisation and the employers . 
The latent moti ve is, however, to ensure that employees are 
productive and that they do not strike, or retard production 
in the organisation. The role played by the Social Workers 
in KwaZulu in relation to referrals fr om the Courts and in the 
applications for Pensions and grants is evidence. 
9 . Clarke Heien I : Pr i nciples and Pract ice of Social Work 
D. Applenton-Century Company Inc . 1947 
p. 18 
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Humanitarian motive 
The ethics upheld by the humanitarians is that those who 
have should have share with those who do not have. The 
historical development of the Social Work service in KwaZulu 
show how the humanitarian motive has shaped the provision of 
social work service. As caseworkers social workers in 
KwaZulu are concerend with what the individual client can 
derive from the Department, and not what the individuals needs 
are. 
Professional motive 
Th i s motive is based on the need to render specialised and 
competent services according to certain specialised 
professional standards. These services can be directed to 
individuals, groups or communities . They are grouped into 
casework, groupwork, social administrati on and community 
work, and social research . 
A feature that dist i ngu ishes profess ional social work 
practice from utilitaria nism and religious motives , is that 
professional practice is characterized by ( 1) the fact that 
professional workers must undergo formal training at a 
university, school of social work, technikon or any 
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i nst ct ut ion recognised a nd app r oved t o undertake such 
training ; (2) the tra i ni ng is characterized by ce rta i n 
theoretical orientat ions as are advocated from time t o time 
through the nat iona l or profess ional associations , councils 
for the education and training of soc i al workers ; the 
Social and Associated Workers Act No . 110 of 1978 defi nes 
soci al worker as any person who hold the prescri bed 
10 
qualifications and satisfi es the prescribed condit ions . 
It is , howe~er , clear from the operations of Social Workers ' 
in KwaZulu that they do not apply adequately professional 
skills i n their i nterventions . 
INTERDEPENDENT RELATI ONSHIP BETWEEN POLICY AND PRACTICE 
The basic principles of social work pract ice are to help 
people to help themselves . It is this principle that 
should gu i de the social workers in their planning and 
deliver i ng of services . In th i s chapte r the concent rat ion 
on examining the r elat ionsh i p between Pol icy and Pract ice 
10 . Sec . 17 ( 1) of the Social and Associated Workers Act No . 110 
of 1938 . 
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will be given . Because both pol icy and social work 
practice are i ntended to address people and their needs , i t 
is essent ial Lhat both con~ epts should work t o common goals . 
Gilbert and Specht summarise the i nterdependent relationship 
between Practice , Policy and pol icy formulation i n the 
f ollowi ng statement : 
The pract itione r directly involved in the 
provision of services to clients , can play an 
important role in the formulation of , and i s 
instrumental , to the execution of the 
polic i es that guide social service 
organisat ions . Indeed it is well recognised 
that i n practice the seperation of policy 
f ormu lation fr om execution is a delicate 
division , more characteristic of a por ous 
membrane than of a solid line of hierarchy . 11 
Social work prac tice cannot functi on in isolation , pract ice 
should not dismiss as i mmaterial the re search for causes . 
It was out of practice rather t han theory that a succession 
of graduate social work students and thei r teachers 
developed content - f or a course of :~ rxi a l wor·k i n multi -
disc i plinary sett i ng . The example cited by Elean or is 
11 . Gil bert & Specht H: Di mentions in Social We l fare Policy 
Prent ice Ha ll Inc . Englewood Cli ffs NJ 1974 . 
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evidence of the fa c t lha pra c t ice does i nfluence poli cy . 
Th is i nfluence marks a contr ibution t o the betterment of 
both the ci r cumstances o f the service consumer and the 
profession . In th is example we see an i nstance where 
policy was enabled by pract ice to determi ne how social 
workers must function in order to work t owards efficiency 
and effectiveness in service delivery . A classical example 
of an i nstance where policy and pract ice are geared towards 
the achievement of a common goal . As a result o f this 
contribution by pr actice ruman service organ isations are 
promoting and encouraging through thei r pol i cies a 
multidisciplinary approach to service del i very . 
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CHAPTER 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter will make reference to a wide spectrum of wha t 
writers have observed, researched and disc oye red about the 
formulation of pol icies . Th is will ass ist in testing the 
validity of the assumpt ion namely, that socia l work 
practice should make a contribution to the formulation of 
policy. ' 
Ghartey in his article on Consolidating Accountability for 
Development in Afr ica observed that Accounting systems that 
should provide adequate safegua rd s against fraud , corrupt ion 
and other malpracticies are themse lves genera lly deficient 
12 
in most Developing Countries The underut i lisation of 
the communicat ion channels within the Organ i sational 
structure in KwaZ ulu has r esulted in the focusing of 
attention on mistake s mad e by i nd i viduals i nstead of 
concentrating on systematic or Organisational factors that 
are, the cause of laxity i n promoting effective and 
12. Ghartey, James R: Consolidating Accoun ta bility for 
Development i n Afr ica . Working Paper 
No . 11 6 , Afr ica n Studies Center , Boston 
Un j_ve r sity , 1980p.1. 
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efficient service delivery. The systems that should have 
made a contribution in the formulation of policy as outlined 
I 
in the Organisational structure of KwaZulu have ignored Lh is 
responsibility. As Ghartey states, inadequate 
accountability man ifest itself in inppropriate policies. 
The social workers and the social work supervision who could 
have played a significant role in policy formulation have 
overlooked th i s responsibil ity . A remarkable observation 
is that policy speeches are delivered every year in KwaZulu 
and one wonders how the information and on what evidence are 
the policy decisions made . It is evident that the service 
providers, who according to the Welfare Structure in KwaZulu 
are the policy makers and the policy providers or 
practitioners, do not hold themselves accountable, not even 
to the service consumers . The fact that the Welfare 
Structure has grown in KwaZulu has not been on the basis of 
a need as expressed by the Community. Evidence of this can 
be deduced from the quality and manner of intervention by 
social workers. The intervention is primarily that of 
providing reports to Courts. These reports are mostly 
concerned about providing the Courts with information on the 
home circumstances of the client . The best that Lhese 
reports do is to enable th e Court to come some conclusion 
about the client or case . 
13 . 
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Most writers on social policy emphasis the role that practice 
can play in the formulation of policy. Gilbert and Specht 
argue that the practitioner involved in the provision iof 
services to clients , can play an important role in the 
formulation of policy, and is instrumental to the execution of 
13 
policies that guide Social Service Agencies. Social 
worke r s or practitioners in their involvement, interact with 
i ndividua ls, groups , families and communities . They also 
interact with the systems that affect these people . These 
systems are t he Courts, Members of the Legislative Assembly, 
Local Authorities etc . By virtue of these interactions, 
social workers a r e in a s ituation that enables them to have 
primary and secondary i nformat ion about the community and 
its needs . But as Ghartey points out they do not hold 
themselves accountable to anybody and therefore a situation 
arises where the Government fails to represent the public 
preferences . Ha r r is Ralph and Seldon Arthur made the 
observation that most Governments especially i n Developing 
countries promote individual ideological preferences at the 
14 
risk of public preferences . 
Gilbert and Specht : 
Prentice Hall 
p . 12 . 
Dimensions in 
Inc . Engl ewood 
The 
Social 
Cliffs 
inadequacies and 
Welfare Pol icy . 
N J 07632 1974 
14 . Harris Ralph and Seldon Arthur : Welfare Without the States . 
The Institute of Economic Affairs. 1987 p. 75 
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ineffective functioning within the exist i ng structure does 
create opportunities for lack of accountabil ity and even the 
promotion of ineffective pol~cies . When the persons who are 
in contact with the community do not inform policy makers · 
about what the circumstances are in the community, and if the 
policy makers do not probe from practitioners what the needs 
of the people are : then the policies and priorities are often 
deriided on the basis of what people as individuals want and 
not what · the community wants . When a situation like this 
arises then policies are formulated but can never be 
implemented as they have no influence and concern about 
community needs . Goodin also points out that "In practice 
policy is usually predicated upon a crude, implicit 
utilitarianism or contractavianism of one form or another . 
However , different these forms may be in other respects, they 
all share the common premise that we must respect the choices 
people make for themselves . The principle of respecting 
people ' s choices is also a means of allowing them the 
opportunity of deciding their destiny and thus enabling them 
to effect and act upon the choices that they have made and 
understand . Th is could well be one of the causes of policy 
related problems for developing count ries . Developing 
Countries often inherit and adopt concepts and practice of 
other countries . This r esults in misinterpretations, and 
misunderstanding about th e implications of these concepts . 
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This has been the case in KwaZulu and other Self-Gove rn ing 
States like Lebowa . When one looks at the development of 
the Welfare Seryice delivery, it is uniform even for 
Bophuthatswana, which is supposed to be an Independent State. 
All three Governments have the same historical development in 
relation to Welfare Service Delivery. The change from 
community affairs to the Department of Health and Welfare took 
place at the same time for all these Governments. Even the 
change in designations for persons on the structure was the 
same. It is important to understand that the actors in 
these structures should operate in such a way that they can 
introduce relevance in their intervention and involvement . 
In other words to understand their roles in terms of the 
prevailing circumstances in their various areas. Wilensky 
and Lebeaux advocates for the Residual and Institutional 
approaches to Social Welfare Policy . Even t hough these 
models are advocated and supported by other countries, the 
utilisation of these approaches must be determined by the 
circumstances in the environment. It would not be 
progressive simply to say, for i nstance KwaZulu needs a 
residual or an Institutional approach to policy making. It 
should be the circumstances and the level at which the 
communities are which should determine what approaches are 
adequate . In othe r words foreign concepts must be adapted t o 
local situations . 
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Some of the consequencies of the discrepancy between policy 
and practice are depicted by Nel . He states that the 
development of a capitalistic society has created reeds that 
go beyond the rands and cents; such needs as loneliness, 
15 
poor health and lack of mobility. A situation like this 
arises when the formulation of policy is not based on the 
needs as perceived by the community. This is a classical 
example of the problem of policies that are utopian and have 
no imput from the practitioners who are in touch with the 
community and serve on the structu re that formulates policy . 
This is with reference to the pension system or policy 
which provides for monetary service and ignores the fact 
that the aged and handicapped have more demanding needs, and 
therefore, if the Government has to be effective and 
meaningful, the policy must be formulated on the basis of 
these needs. 
Dye argued that "The economic development variables were more 
influential than political systems character istic in shaping 
16 
policy. This evidence supports the approaches adopted by 
15. Nel , Z.: Poverty and the Black Aged i n the Eas te rn Township 
Johannesburg . Carnegie Conference Pape r No . 141, 1984 
p. 5-6. 
16. Dye, T R: Understanding Public Policy. Prentice Hall Inc. 
Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632, 1972 p. 245. 
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encompassing community need s i n policy f ormu lation . The 
fundamental understanding of any Government is that, the 
Government is an Institut ion t ha t is crea ted by people on an 
understanding that this Institut ion wil l provide response to 
needs that affect the entire community . If it is r·eal ised 
that the community have common needs such as education, 
health, welfare etc. which are needs that every member of the 
community has. Then the Government is expected to play the 
role of providing ways and means of addressing these problems. 
It is on this basis that the Government gets mandate and 
authorised to collect taxes from the public . These taxes are 
seen as a means of provi di ng resources to the problems . If 
the Government, operates with no regard to the community and 
its needs , then the Government is definitely irrelevant and 
its role and purpose is redundant. 
An article entitled "Help or Hindrance" published by the 
Bureau of Communication, Department o f the Chief Minister -
KwaZulu, highlights some of the problems to demonstrate that 
policies in KwaZulu do not of necessity solve the needs of 
the community , or clients or service consumer . Reference is 
made in the article t o the find i ngs about t he Social 
Pens ion ' s Act - that pensions and grants are a source of 
i ncome utilized to support the entire family and not just 
. 
the pension recipient. "It must be emphasized that the 
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individualized approach wh ich underp i ns social pensions (in 
othe r words t he social policy) is totally i ncompatible with 
the nprmative function i ng of r ural families , where 
individual identity is inextricably i nterwoven with family, 
17 
clan or community ties. Such problems can only be solved 
by strengthening the relat ionship between policy and 
practice. The fact that policies are formulated means that 
they are directed at influencing and affecting people' s 
lives in one way or another. By virtue of their contact 
with the individual, the group and community, social workers 
have first hand i nformation about the needs and problems 
that policy should be address ing if policy must be relevant, 
efficient and effective. 
Social work practice cannot function i n isolation , practice 
should not dismiss as immaterial the research f or causes . 
Loeb eleanor argues that "it was out of pract ice rather than 
theory that a succession of graduate social work studen ts and 
thei r teachers developed content - for a course of social 
18 
work i n multi -d isciplinary settings ". The example cited by 
Eleanor is evidence of the fa ct that practice does infl uence 
17 . Nel Z: op cit, p . 6 
18 . Leob Eleanor : Some Concepts for Multi - disci plinary 
Practices: Soc i al Work NY Nat ional Assoc i at ion 
of Social Workers Vol. 5 , No . 4 , Octobe r ' 1960 , p . 83 
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policy . This influence marks a contribution to the 
betterment of both the ci r cumstances of the service consumer 
and the profess ion . In this example we s~e an instance where 
policy was enabled by practice to determine how s ocial workers 
' 
must funct ion in orde r to work towards efficiency and 
effectiveness in service delivery. A classical example of an 
instance where policy and practice are geared towards the 
achievement of a common goal . As a result of this 
contribution by practice human service organisations are 
promoting and encouragi ng through their policies a multi-
disciplinary approach to serv ice del i very . 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODS , FINDINGS, INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION 
METHOD 
The material for this study was obtained from both pr ima ry 
and secondary data . The study utilises both the 
exploratory and descriptive methods . 
Exploratory in the sense that the author held discussions 
with field social workers . The discussions aimed at 
exploring and obtaining as much information as could give 
direction of what format the data collection should take . 
During these field visits eighteen offices were visited , and 
discussion were held with about 60 workers. There is an 
average of about three social workers in each office . At 
the time when the study was conducted four of the districts 
had no social workers . There are altogether 26 districts 
in KwaZulu . These field visits were done between February 
and May 1986 . Open ended and probing questions as well as 
discussions about cases and case records helped to give the 
author information about the social worker ' s manner of 
intervention . The information from these discussions gave 
an i ndicat ion of what the problem was . It was established , 
for instance that the social workers intervention did not 
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provide t hem with any valuable informa tion a bout the clients 
or communities needs. This made it difficult for social 
to provide policy makers with any factua l 
information about the clients or even the commun~ty's social 
ci r cumstances. The study set out to formula t e a way of 
describing events, those concerned with t he operat ion of 
social workers and also to look at the situations under 
which the social workers function. What their 
relationships were with policy makers or top management. 
As an instrument for col~ecting data a questi9nnaire 
"Annexture A" was sent to all social workers, social work 
managers or supervisors and to top management personnel in 
the KwaZulu Welfare Department. Although the Department 
also has members o f the Health team the questionnaire 
was sent only to the welfare division. 90 questionnaires 
were sent out, and 86 completed quest ionnaires were 
returned. 
respondents. 
FINDINGS 
This means that there were about 81 .7% 
Evi dence from the research study s howed that workers in 
KwaZulu aL best served to i nt e rpret policy to the clients , 
a nd to de fine to the clients what l he expectalions were i n 
terms of t he Ac ts and regulations . The f i ndings r e vea led 
that the social workers' r ole in KwaZulu, was merely to 
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health care of a community . It includes preventative , 
19 
promotive, curative and rehabilitative services . 
By implication it therefore meant that social workers should 
have directed their intervention to health re lated problems. 
This assumption is also supported by the fact that after the 
proclamation of the Department of Health and Welfare in 
1977, efforts were made to move social workers offices from 
the Magistrate's offices to offices within the hospital and 
clinic premises. The findings showed that there was a 
contradiction between the policy goals and the practice 
goals. Although social workers had moved to the hospitals 
and clinics they continued to render and provi de statutory 
services and served as a supportive service to the courts . 
Social Workers were even appointed as probation off icers. 
The findings also revealed that whereas the policy advocated 
for a conce rn of health related needs, prac tice addressed 
itself to statutory policy related problems. As a result 
19 . Searle and Brink: Commun ity Health Nurs ing Guide I CHN 
001 / 1/1/1 /82-83 Pretoria, University of 
South Afr ica 1982, p. 141. 
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(•nable the various courts t o fun c t ion . Perusal of the case 
records showed that intervention by social workers 
terminated after the worker had provided a report to Cou rt , 
Rbout the referred clients ci r cumstances . In the case of 
the clients wh o are referred to social workers , the major 
c r iteria for intervention is dependant on what resources the 
Department has and not what the client ' s needs are . 
It is clear therefor e that , although social work professes 
Lo instil a professional approach to human needs and social 
policy formulation practically they apply only the other 
social welfare moti ves ; the humanitarian ; utilitarian and 
religious approach i n their i ntervent ion . As a result of 
Lh i s social workers are not able to know what the real 
problem in the community are . 
providing social assistance . 
They a r e invol ved mainly i n 
This only takes care of the 
symptoms and does not help in identifying the problem . 
The findings revealed that there was no relat ionship or 
areas of commonality between the department ' s intended state 
(policy) and the i ntervent ion of social workers . The 
KwaZulu Department of Health and Welfa re ' s policy (the 
Comprehensive Health Policy intends to provide for the total 
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o f th i s conflic t l n goals , the i mpac t o f social work 
i ntervention i s not easy t o measure. Th i s wa s c lear l y 
evidenced during the discussions when the socia l work ers 
were requested to draw objectives for Lheir respec t i ve 
offices . In all the offices the request for office 
accommodation ra ted highest in the priori ties . Th i s caused 
concern as it was not clear why the offices were rated so 
high . This can be seen as a normat ive need . In social 
work training there is emphasis laid on confidentiality and 
office privacy . This need often tempts workers to i gnore 
the community ' s needs and aspi rat ions . The conclusion 
about office accommodat i on be i ng a requ i rement can only be 
arrived at once we know what the social work intervention 
hopes to achieve . To make an illustrat ion , i f the worker 
is involved in community studies or organisat ion 
arrangements can be made for safe storage of records and the 
worker could arrange t o share the office on a part - time 
basis with other organisat i ons in the area . The point 
being made here is not that offices are nol a necessity but 
ra ther in drawing object i ves , offices must be a means of 
assisting in the atta i nment o f ends or goals . 
The fact that s oc ia l workers are appointed as probation 
offi cers has a var i ety of i mplicati ons for the i r r ole . 
Because they are r egarded as servants t o the court , the i r 
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responsibility for "helping people to help themselves" 
becomes diffused. Circumstances that lead to this diffused 
role are (1) the s ocial workers social status, (2) the 
second feature concerns the inherent "power differential" 
present between workers and c l ient , (3) confusion , (4) 
dissatisfaction, disenhancement and even alienation. 
Social Status : In general the social workers are more 
educated than the clients and often also come from higher 
social groups in that they have better houses, income and 
facilities such as cars, better c lothing etc . Th i s places 
the social workers on a higher social status than their 
clients . Information from interviews during evaluation was 
that social workers do not give clients enough information 
that would allow the worker-client relationship to operate 
at an adult -ego estate . Such information as; what the 
worker's name is , how the client can contact worker when the 
client wishes to do that, workers phone number, whether 
worker has specified office interview days, whether worker 
does or does not have object ions to being visited at home, 
and any other i nformat ion that would avoid the client being 
exposed to frustrating encounters . Which encounters 
subjec ts the client to being reprimanded when hav i ng ac ted 
outside the worker's expectat ions. 
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Al l these features contr bute to keeping the worker on a 
higher social status t han the client . The clients are not 
provided with sufficient i nformation which would enable t hem 
to work i ndependently of the worker . 
Power dif fe r entials : 
20 
Consumer based research by Mayer and 
Ti mms identifies c l ient ' s awareness of t his aspect . The 
workers usually have mo r e information and relat ions with the 
Court officials and are thus better suited to talk on behalf 
21 
of the client . Reith documented comments such as , "I wa s 
fr ightened to death ", "I was terr ified of going but I was 
desperate ". Fi nd i ngs of a similar nutu r e were detected i n 
KwaZulu where t he client ' s comments are often "Akukho 
engikwaz iyo mina mntanami , umabhalane uthi II (There ::_s 
nothing I know, my child , the clerk says ... " ) It must 
also be noted that clients refer to t he social worker as the 
clerk . Th is th r ows l ight on t he third problem area which 
is : 
-20. Mayer J and Ti mms N: The Client Speakes : Routledge & Kegan 
Pau l , London, 1907 . 
2 t Reith D: I wonder i f you ca n help me? Social Work Toda y 
May 1976 , p . 66 . 
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Confusion : Because of their association with the courts , 
the clients often are confused about their contact with 
probat ion officers. The courts are understood by clients 
to portray pun i shment and r e buke a~ understand the social 
I 
worker to be one of th i s team . They have difficulty in 
comprehend i ng the s ocial workers alleged "helping role". 
When some of the pupi ls a t the Reform School were asked 
during di scussions, if they knew what a social worker 's role 
was, they said "social workers are the people who commit 
us into institutions". These debilitating and somewhat 
dehumanising constraints are some of the problems that cause 
clients to be dissatisfied and even aliena ted and as such 
cease to comprehend the helping role that social workers 
purport to play. 
It was deduced from the discussions , that, not only the 
public and clients were unclear about the r ole of the social 
worker, but that the employing organization i . e . KwaZulu 
Department of Social Welfare also wa s uncertain as to what 
r ole they expected the s ocial worker to play in relation to 
the renderi ng of welfare se rv ice . This confusion becomes 
even more frighten i ng wh en one real ises that social workers 
themselves were not sure what r ole they played . Th is was 
clearly evidenced i n the discussions about the s ocial 
worker' s r ole in ma intenance grant cases . Informa tion 
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obtai ned during discussjons was that the s ocial worker ' s 
role was (1) to prepare a report and the purpose of this 
report is to ensure that the client is real ly deserving, 
that she is widowed, that she has minor children and to 
assess if she qualifies f or a grant . (2) To unde r take 
reviews . The purpose o f a review is t o ensure that 
circumstances have not changed and that a grant has to be 
continued or discontinued . Such a level of inte rvention 
calls for information gathering which can be done by a para -
professional who has had in -service training i n the relevant 
field. This confusion in understanding the role that 
professional social workers must play has resulted in 
tension and has made social workers very defens ive . It has 
produced an atmosphere of sel ft orture where social workers 
are blaming the universi ties for the type of training given . 
This defensiveness is leading social workers to an 
unconstructive level. Instead of evaluating their services 
objectively and identifying where the problem lies, they are 
allowi ng themselves to operate even if they cannot establish 
what i mpact their intervention has on the clients and the 
client ' s needs . By hold i ng Un i versities respons:bie f or 
their shortcomings, the social workers reduce the i r ability 
of evaluating the s ituation ob jectivity . 
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The f indings from the discussion showed that : 
1. It was not easy to determine from the presen t 
i ntervention strategies what the social worker's r ole 
wa s in relation to welfare service de li very. Th is led 
to a difficulty in evaluating the extent of the impact 
of the interven tion on the client's needs . 
2. It became difficult to establish whether or not pol icy 
and social work practice did concern or address 
problems and needs of individuals and groups with in 
s ocieties . 
Interpretations 
The interpretations and analysis of the questionnaire 
indicate that there is no relationshi p or role played by 
social work practitioners in the f ormulation of Social 
welfare policy i n KwaZulu. 
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IDENTIFYING DETAILS OF RESPONDENTS 
Table 1 
Table 1 (a) Table 1 (b) 
SEX No . of years in position 
! 
; 
I I 4- 8 9- 12 Over 12 Position Held M F 1-3 , 
t-
i Secretary 1 24 I 48 9 4 
-
Ass. Secretary 1 ' 
Chief Soc. Worker 1 
Sen. Sec. Worker 5 10 
Social Worker 9 58 
Other 1 
TOTAL 18 68 
Table 1 shows that of the 86 responden ts 68 (79 %) we re females 
and 18 (21 %) males . Most of the male hold top management 
positions like Sec retary, Ass i stant Sec r etary and Chief Soc i al 
Worker. 
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Indicat i ons a r e Lhat the majority of respondents fall 
between the range over and ~ years i n the serv ice . The 
fact that the ma jor i ty of rbspondent s have been i n the 
se rv ice for over a year s hould enable most workers to be 
fa i r ly conversant with the function, process and goals of 
the Organisat i on . 
INFORMATION ABOUT POLICY MANUALS 
Respondents were asked to enumerate pol icy manuals that are 
available i n the i r respecti ve offices . Respondents ~aid 
they were not aware of any policy manuals i n t heir off ices . 
Other respondents gave a va r i ety of types of policy manuals 
that they sa id they had i n their offices . 
A ma tte r of concern is that respondents seem to have no 
uniform policy man uals at their disposal . Social Workers 
i n KwaZulu have common methods of inte rvention , and are 
su pposedly expec ted to be work i ng towards one goal . The 
implications of these diffe r ences to pol icy and practice ca n 
perhaps be taken up as a se parate study . These differences 
are an i nd icat ion o f di verse informat ion for the ac hievement 
of goals . York ' s statement about " the absence o f an 
i nformat ion tech nology , adequate f or the employment of full 
57 -
22 
rationality in human service decisions" supports this 
assumption. No effect i ve decision can be taken i f persons 
having t o make the decisions have little or di verse 
information. In their practice social workers are expected 
to make decisions about programmes and projects that will 
address the community needs . These decisions can only be 
effective i f they are rational. Rational ity would i nclude 
a realistic, achie vable decision about the distribution of 
resources . If social workers therefore do not have 
information about pol icies that effect their i nvolvement and 
that of other people in the department this would affect the 
real ity of the decisions they make, or they will always be 
making questiona ble decisions . Decisiosn that cannot be 
implemented because they have no relat ion to people ' s needs 
and aspritations . 
22 . York Reginald 0 : Human Service Planning : Concepts, 
Tools a nd Methods . The University of North 
Carolina Press : Chapel Hill , 1982, p . 3- 4 . 
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POLICY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES AND THEIR FUN CTIONS : 
the findings was that it was only the people i n senior 
management who said they were aware of the presence of the 
policy management committee . There were, however, 
different views about the functions of this committee. One 
respondent saw its function as "co- ordination of welfare 
services" three respondents saw its function as that of 
being involved in budgeting: Another respondent enumerated 
one of their functi ons as attending to off ice accommodation 
problems. 
The senior social workers and social workers who constitute 
middle and operational mana~ement respect i vely said they 
were not aware of the existence of a policy management 
committee . 
KNOWLEDGE OF DEPARTMENTAL POLICY 
Only one respondent said he knew what the department's 
policy was and that it had been communicated t o hi m in 
writing . 
When practitioners have no knowledge of policies they become 
unable to determine or define organ i sat ional goals . Policy 
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serves to define the intended state or end -results and it 
provides a basis for planning . It also serves to c rea te a 
framework within which to work . Bedause social welfare 
policy aims to address itself to people and their needs, the 
effectiveness and efficiency of policies can only be 
determined if these policies are applied to people's lives. 
Social workers work with people (clients) who are affected 
by these policies, so that it becomes essential for social 
workers to have a knowledge of these policies. In an 
organisation these goals can only be effective if objectives 
are formulated of achieving them. Objectives (the means to 
an end) serve to ensure that goals (pol icy intended state) 
are achieved. These objectives , if formulated in relation 
to policy, would const itu te organisational objectives. 
This lack of knowledge accounts for the discrepancy that was 
identified in evaluat i ng the i mpact of the KwaZulu s ocia l 
workers intervention . The discrepancy showed that what was 
practiced was in confl ict with what the intended state 
(policy goals) was. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO POLICY FORMULATI ON : 
RESPONDENTS TO POLICY 
TABLE 2 
Contributions to Policy Formulation 
Yes 
No 
TOTAL 
M 
3 
10 
13 
SEX 
F TOTAL 
1 4 
42 52 
43 56 
The answers to quest ion 10 (limitation and constraints t o 
policy f ormulation) indicate that policy f ormulation is not 
a joint ventu re. 31 (36 %) Respondents to question 10 said 
t he limi tations to policy formulat ion are that policies are 
formulated at top management and handed down t o the 
pract i tioners . 
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FREQUENCY OF USE OF CERTAIN GROUPS FOR POLICY QUESTIONS AND 
CONCERNS : 
PERCENTAGES IN TABLE 4 
NEVER ALWAYS OCCASIONA LLY 
Professional Associations 0 0 7 
Commission of enquiry 30 0 0 
Other organisations 0 0 4 
Task forces • 14 0 0 
The academic community 0 5 0 
The service consumer 11 0 0 
The service deliverer 1 1 0 0 
TOTAL 66 5 1 1 
The purpose of using outsiders in determining policy 
questions is to draw information from groups that represent 
all sectors of the community and who are supposedly aware of 
community needs. The fact that most respondents said they 
never used any of these groups is i nd i cat ion that pract i ce 
does not make efforts at understanding the needs of 
community members and pol i cy is f ormulated outside the 
knowledge of commun i ty needs. Schorr wr i tes that 
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"Admi nistrators often do not want to hear reasons for 
change. When approached fr om the out~ide admi ni strators 
23 
may respond that no practitioner has raised the questi on" . 
The problem outlined earlier on a gap or discrepancy between 
policy and practice i n KwaZulu demonstra tes an area of 
communication gaps between top management, middle management 
and the operators. In any organ isation, policy or 
decision- makers constitute top management. The directors 
or administrators have the responsibility of interpreting 
policy and formulating organ isational goals aimed at the 
ach ievement of pol icy object i ves and the di rect service 
staff of social work practitione rs have the responsibility 
of implementing policy and the organisat ional goals . 
The fact that the Depar tment ' s pol icy (comprehens i ve health 
policy) was never implemented i ndicates a breakdown in 
communication between the policy f ormulat ion, i nterpretation 
and implementation. 
23 . Schorr Alwin L: Profess ional Practice 
Social Service Review , 
p. 190 . 
as Policy . 
J une 1985, 
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KNOWLEDGE OF LEGISLATION GOVERNING SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE: 
There were 34 respondents wh o said that the legislation 
governing ~ocial work practice was the Social and Associated 
Worker's Act, 14 enumerated the National Welfare Act . This 
quest ion was raised because of the concerns identified where 
social policy has tended to be viewed idealistically as the 
means by which a utopian dream of social welfare philosophy 
will become a reality. Indeed some practitioners have 
tended to split policy matters into macro and micro levels 
of policy . 
to the other . 
Yet both these levels have a relationship one 
INVOLVEMENT OF WORKER IN PLANNING PROCESSES: 
Social planning is related to social policy in that both 
concepts are concerned about issues of decision making, 
ameliorating suffering and addressing social problems . 
Plann i ng is concerned with decisions on how best to bring 
about change whereas social policy is concerned about making 
decisions about the type of change, development and end -
result required. Because the purpose of policy is to 
provide a basis for forward planning in the allocation of 
effort and procurement of resources , it is essential for 
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practi t ioners t o have knowledge a nd skills o f the planni ng 
I 
proclesses. 6 (7 %) Responden t s sa i d they occasionally ge t 
involved in planning f or s oc ial work student t rain i ng. 
3 (3 %) Respondents said they occasional ly get invol ved, i n 
budgett i ng. The maj ori t y (90 %) of r espondents said they 
never got involved i n any plann i ng. 
The findings showed that direct service practitioners' major 
functions are remote fr om f~nal dec i s ions about pol i cy 
formulation. Their intervention is i nclined t o 
concentrate more on the development of i nte r-a c t ional 
ski lls, how to relate wi th c l ients , col leagues and commu nity 
leaders and groups. 
CONCLUSION 
This section r e vi ews t he f i ndings of the resea r ch , discuss 
t he conc lus ion drawn from t hem , and examines the di r ection 
t hey gi ve on the research question and hypothesis provided . 
The analysis of the find i ngs indica te that the present 
s ocial work functi ons i n KwaZ ul u s e rved only as a means o f 
i nte rpret i ng and imp lementing statutory policy . This 
ana l ys is can also be gi ven a s follows : 
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1. It was also es t ablished that t he commun ication links 
between t he policy makers and the policy 
i nterpretors/implementors are not very effective . 
This sho~tcoming results in conflicting interpretat ions 
of policy and goal attainments. 
2. The present manner of intervention does not enable the 
social workers to render services to people whose needs 
fall beyond the prescribed legal (policy) boundaries. 
The problems relating to this state of affairs were 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
3. The present social work intervention applies a 
generalistic approach which is too simplistic and does 
not permit for a comprehensive professional input . 
Generic social wo~kers do not have the time to analyze, 
diagnose and attend t o specific needs of people , as they 
have a variety of types of problems to handle. Thi s also 
results in Social Workers beings involved in non-
professional routine work. 
The above limitations in the social work practice account 
f or some of the reasons that have c reated concerns about t he 
profession, its lack of professi onalism, t he problem of 
addressing mi nutiae issues and the absence o f a work i ng 
relat ionsh i p between policy f ormulat ion and practice . 
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ConcepLs , such as policy a nd pract ice , are su pposed Lo be 
addressing and affect i ng people ' s lives , i n other words, a r e 
conce rned with social welfare , it is expected therefore that 
they work : towards common goa l s i n the i r efforts . Any 
discrepancy between the two creates not only goal conflicts 
but also affects the distribution and mobilisation of 
resources . In all human service delivery the distribution 
of resources is always a problem that social planners are 
battl ing t o overcome . This is also true of KwaZulu wh ich 
is fac i ng a number of social and structural changes . 
Hard iman and Midgley make the point that the remedial 
(casework) intervention approach used in social we lfa re 
serv ices in the Th i rd World is generally " incompatible with 
the cultural 
24 
and 
countries". The 
are a breakdown 
social realities of devel oping 
consequences of these changes 
in the structures which had the 
responsibility of providing for all individuals in society . 
Human se rv ice del i very must thus establish programmes which 
wi ll reinstate or substitute these st ructures . This will 
also serve to endorse the recommendations conta i ned in the 
24. Hard i man Margaret & Midgley James : The Social Dimensions of 
Development : Social Pol i cy & Planning i n Third 
World : J ohn Wi ley & Sons Ltd . Chichester , New 
York Por isbane , Toronto, Singapore , 1982 , p . 256 . 
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Buthelezi Comm1ss ion that he overall goal of 1ntegrated 
health, welfare and other related s ervices s hould be total 
co~munity development , which should work t owards community 
25 
decision-making and community commitment . Th~ matter of 
resource distribution is a wide field wh ich encompasses 
various types and categories of persons . These i nclude 
(i) the target group whose lives and needs policy aims t o 
address , (ii) t he policy makers or decision makers , (iii) 
the administ r ators who are r esponsible for interpreting 
policy, and (iv) the practitioners who are cha rged with 
the res ponsibility of implementing policy . 
Man is not only gregarious but also has a need f or one 
another for the fulfilment o f certain needs . Because of 
this i nterdependency man has to formulate way s and means of 
promot i ng this relationshi p . One of the ways devised for 
perpetuating i nterdependency has been by formulat i ng rules , 
laws and policies that define the nature of the relati onship 
of man to man . In spi te of these good i ntent i ons , the 
formulation of policies does not always help promote welfare 
and good relat ionships among the i nd i viduals . 
2~ Buthelezi Commission : The Requirements for Stabi lity & 
Development in KwaZulu and Natal : H & H 
Publicat ions , Durban , 1982 , p . 420 . 
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CHAPTER 5 
WHY SOCIAL POLICIES FAIL 
The previous 
discrepancies 
chapter outlined some of the alleged 
which are assumed to have contributed to the 
hindering of a meaningful and effective contact between 
policy makers and practitioners . This chapter is dedicated 
to pointing out those issues, practices and procedures that 
render social policies t o fa il meeting the object i ves set . 
It is important to stress that most organisations and even 
government departments do have policies to pursue certain 
ends. It was discovered that even the Department of Health 
and Welfare of KwaZulu did have a policy. The practical 
encounters that we must guard against are some of the issues 
discussed later in th is chapter. It is often rea lised that 
policies are formula ted but due to ce rta in political and 
organisational procedure these policies eithe r never get 
implemented or even dissemi nated . 
The fa ilu re in pol icy direc tives and implemenLation can be 
attributed to: 
i) Lack of planning 
ii) Un co- ordinaLed planning 
iii) Lack of skil ls and knowledge about policy f ormulation 
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1v ) The communication process 
v) The organisation for serv ice delivery 
vi) Evaluation 
1. LACK OF PLANNING 
York enumer ates f i ve elements that are encompassed in the 
definition of planning . Although these serve to define 
planning, they also throw light on the extensiveness and 
complexity of the planning process tha t should be undertaken 
in policy formulation. 
These elements are that (i) planning is future oriented. 
Planning is related to policy formulations in that both are 
concerned about making decisions about certain types of 
change or end result, (ii) planning is a cont i nuous process 
- so is policy fcwmulalion . Once a need has been met it no 
longer manifests itself . in any human behaviour . For this 
reason planning for policy formulat ion has got to be 
continuous, in or der to cater for emerging needs, (iii) 
planning has no rightful place apart from decis~on -making. 
Whereas the purpose of plann i ng is to facilitate the 
dec isions about 
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type of cha nges or devel opment 
26 
required, (iv) planning is goal directed . 
The issue of goal attainment is crucial both to 
planning and policy formulat ion. The determinat ion of 
whether policy has achieved what it set out to achieve 
would be by planning programmes that are in response to 
policy goals. In this way the input would promote the 
relationship between the goals as highlighted by policy 
. 
and the promotion of similar goals by practice; (v) 
planning relates means to ends. This endorses the 
common grounds of policy-making and planning, which 
grounds are concerned with ameliorating suffering and 
reducing problems. Planning serves as t he means and 
policy defines the end result. 
2. Unco-ordinated Plann ing 
The policy consumers, s ocial work practitioners, and 
administrators const i tute a resou rce group for policy 
26. York Regi nald, 0: Human service Planning : Concepts Goals 
and Methods : University o f North 
Carol i na Press, Chapel Hill 1982, p . 12 . 
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formulation. The resou rce groups enumerated above 
have a vital r ole and i mportant contribution to make i n 
the policy formulat ion cycle . These roles !will be 
discussed further when the model is formulated. At 
this point it is important to note the interpretation 
of the role they can play in the planning stage for 
policy formulat ion planning process. In KwaZulu the 
planning for welfare services was done by the central 
government . As aresult of this the provision of 
welfare services in KwaZulu continued to pursue the 
policies and aims that had been formulated by the 
central government. This practice of planning being 
done without involving all the resource groups (which 
are policy consumers, administrators and practitioners) 
seems to have been carried over t o KwaZulu. As a 
result of this unco-ordinated planning process, the 
policies are f ormulated but never i mplemented . The 
report of the Committee of enquiry into the payment o f 
social pensions in KwaZulu refers to two i ssues. (The 
Nattrass report). 
i) KwaZulu's pensions system 
ii) KwaZulu 's pension system re l ated to that of 
Transke i , Bophuthatswana and Ciskei . 
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It is evident from the report t hat the pens ion system as 
administered by kwaZulu r ema i ns the same as was administered 
by the central government. 
The report highlights the growth in number of pensioners and 
not a change in the pens ion system which is different fr om 
the one introduced by the central government . The 
intention is not to i mply that all measures introduced by 
. the central government should be changed, but the point 
. being made arises from the problems and findings identified 
in the social work practice, that social work practitioners 
had no contribution in the formulation of s ocial welfare 
policy . The causes of such problems can be attributed to 
unco- ordinated planning which results in goal conflicts and 
in unresolved problems about an equitable distribution of 
resources. This was clearly evidenced in KwaZulu where 
there is a high concentrat ion of practit ioners in the urban 
areas, wh i le a number of the rural areas remain with few or 
no s ocial work service at all. Th is has implications for 
policy formulation in that the needs of the rural 
communit i es have no structured channel through which they 
ca n be channelled. Bradshaw's defi nition of need identified 
four types of need - the fel t need , the expressed need, the 
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normat i ve need and the compa ra ti ve need. The assessmen t 
of need in ,the formulat ion of pol i cy must di ffe r entia te and 
realise the ~igni ficance of these categories of needs. 
Nzimande emphasises and argues that, 
welfare services are not crisis measures. 
"adequate social 
They should be 
28 
fully intergrated into the national life of the people". 
Co-ordinated planning will promote programmes and projects 
as well as policies that are based on real and factual 
circumstances of people and not on the symptoms of the 
problem or programmes that have no impact on the problems . 
Skills and knowledge for Social Policy Formulation 
The various resource people or actors that should be 
involved with policy making should have the relevant skills 
and knowledge of the roles they have t o play in the 
formulation of policy. The practitioners should have 
skills i n community study and needs assessment. The social 
policy planners need both analytic and interact~ona l sk i lls . 
27 . Bradshaw Jonathan: The Concepts of Social Needs: New 
Society 30/03/72, p . 640 
28. Nzimande S V: Social Change & Family Support Systems 
in the Rural Community in KwaZulu. 
Unpublished Dissertation f or the Degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy - UNISA , Janua r y 
1985, p. 233 
29. 
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The analytical skills require knowledge about such processes 
as data collection, needs assessment , measunement and 
quantification of problems, resource mobili dation and 
distribution, ranking pr i orities etc . The interactional 
I 
skills require knowl edge of community and structural 
networks. The abil ity to differentiate and understand the 
r oles of the various groups such as influential decision-
makers, the role of expert and experiential knowledge in 
needs definition are crucial in the planning for policy 
formulation. Yelaja's statement which is quoted below 
supports this notion: 
"The admission of students to t his 
specialisation (policy planning) should be 
based not only on interesL but also on 
demonstrated qualit ies and abilities. Some 
of these might be a greater awareness and 
concern for social issues, personal 
commitment to 'social policy goals, previous 
professional experience in related areas of 
social policy and planning.29 
The responsibility for policy formulations and key decisions 
on the content of policy issues are in the charge of 
personnel with very little training and experience in 
Yelaja Shankara A: . Social Policy Practice: 
Education for Social Work, 
Vol. 2 , No.13, p. 102. 
Journal of 
Fall 1975, 
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in related issues like behavioural sci ences, motivat ion 
and communication . Wilkerson, as c ited by McKendrick 
write "There is nothing more pathet ic than a group of 
clinically oriented social workers trying to do social 
planning and community work tasks for which they are 
not equipped - in the Republic the vast majority of 
social workers who occupy management positions have 
arrived there along the clinical road; therapeutic 
practitioner, supervisor 
30 
suddenly a manager". 
3. Communication Process 
of therapists and then 
Communication plays a vital role in planning for policy 
formulation . Because of the number of resource 
persons in volved in this process, it is important that 
trust, empathy and co- operation be adopted in any 
efforts that aim to promote common goals of policy 
matters. An overemphasis on "hardware " as a means of 
communication can result in these areas being 
30 . McKendrick Brian : Programme Proposal in South Afr ican 
Welfare Planning : Social Work Journal, Vol . 2, 
No . 3, August 1985, p. 157. 
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overlooked . An examp le that can be cited is the use 
of ,workshops as a means of communicating standa rd s , 
norm~ and expectations . The limitations with such a 
form of communication is that i nd i vidual needs tend to 
be treated collecti vely . Such levels of 
communication , especially if they are used to replace 
other means of communication, (such as supervison 
sessions , motivation and staff development) often fail 
to establish common perceptions by the various parties 
and levels of management . When such omissions occur , 
planning for policy formulat ion becomes very 
incremental , and can result in the situation suc h as 
the one Young refers to in his discuss ions on the 
causes of godls conflicts . These are (i) goal 
conflicts arise when there is a lack of agreement as to 
whether a goal should be regarded as a means to an 
end ; (ii) lack of agreement as to the value that 
should be assigned to an end goal ; (iii) lack of 
va lues that should be agreement as to relat i ve 
assigned to an end goal ; ( i v) Goals that are not 
commonly held and (v) Goals that are bas ically 
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antagonistic to each other . These conflicts ca n 
onl y be r esol ved by joint s hari ng and commun ication 
between all pol icy r esou r ce pe r sons . 
4 . Organ i sat ion of Se rv ice Dellve r y 
The l ack of a c l ear gove rnment commi tmen t and nat ional 
policy on welfare mat te r s has resu l ted i n welfare 
matters rece i ving low prior ity e ven i n the al loca tion 
of resources . Th i s limitation can be observed even i n 
the i mplementat ion of the broad na t ional wel fare pol icy 
wh i ch i s outl i ned i n the National Welfa r e Ac t No . 100 
of 1978 . Th is Act makes provi s ion f or the 
establ i shmen t of wel far e cou ncil . "Membe rs of the 
Council shall be a ppointed by the St ate Pres i dent fr om 
persons who in his opi nion ha ve exper t or special 
knowledge of expe r ience of social problems , and who are 
able t o make a substa ntial cont r ibution to t he 
combat i ng o f such pr oblem (Section 2( b ) ) . The 
functions o f the Council s hall be to adv ise the 
Government i n r ela t ion to t he gene ral policy wh ic h 
3 1. Young Robert : Goa ls and Goal Setting : J ou rnal of 
Ame r ica n I nstitute of Planne r s . Ma r ch 
1966 , p . 79 . 
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wh ich should be followed to promote and ensure the 
social stabil i ty of the i nhabitants of the Republic 
and to. prevent social decline (Section 3 (1) 
(all"· 
In order to fulfil this function the council would need 
to be advised by persons who are in cont ac t with the 
target group (policy consumers or "clients") about the 
effects and impact of policies or policy- related 
programmes, as wel l as the needs and problems of the 
communities . There is , however, no viable, no 
visible structure or link be t ween the council and 
social work pract itioners. In fa ct most social 
workers have no idea of wh o the members of t he council 
are. Upon invest igation the write r was in f ormed that 
the council has run workshops . The limitations of 
this have already been discussed above. Workshops 
cannot be effect i ve if they are used as a substitute 
for interactional relat ionships and a substitute for 
communication channels . 
In the previous chapt e r s reference was made to the vas t 
distances between the practitioners and their 
supervisors . These geographic d ista ~ces often result 
i n s ocial workers operat i ng i n i s olat ion wi th very 
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little encouragement, support and practical help from 
other colleagues or ! supervisors . This state of 
affairs often results i n goal displacement - where each 
i ndividual does as he deems best. 
The nature of the bureaucratic structures in KwaZulu is 
such that the empl oyees performance appraisal is 
.influenced more by the workers adherence to rules, 
procedures and regulations than on his contribution to 
the achievement of organ i sational goals. 
The emphasis and importance placed on seniority impedes 
organisational growth and performance. Very often a 
pluralistic approach is adopted where even if problems 
are identified they are put on the agenda and are never 
discussed, or if they are discussed , no resoluti ons are 
taken, alternat ively if resolutions are taken these 
never get implemented . 
5. Evaluation 
We i ss sees evalua tion as studying a program that 
i ntervenes in people's lives with the i ntention of 
causing change, evaluation can often make direc t 
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in f e r ences about the causal links that lead from 
32 
program to effect. 
In KwaZulu the failure to evaluate has resulted i n a 
number of problems. In the discussions that was 
undertaken in KwaZulu i t transpired that because of the 
lack of evaluation even at a simple level, there were 
wrong assumptions held about welfare service delivery: 
a) The assumption that social work i ntervent ion 
addressed social needs - whereas i n reality it 
only addressed the needs for the courts . 
b) There had never been a r eal isation about the 
32 . 
discrepancy between the Depa r tment ' s policy and 
practice . 
We i s Carol : Eva luation Research (Methods f or 
Assessing Effect i veness) Pren tice -
Ha ll Inc., 1972, p . 7 
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c) There has always been a concern about s oc i al work 
addressing mi nu tiae and not broad i ss ues and ye t 
the fact of where the problem lay could not be 
identiifed. 
d) Failure to evaluate the impac t of policies on the 
target groups has often res ul ted in workers 
justifying their intervention without provid i ng 
evidence of what the impac t of policies on the 
target groups has been as a r esult of the policies 
and/or social work intervention (practice). 
This state of affa i rs promotes a type of service that 
does not account for the affectiveness and efficiency 
of the practice . 
Programmes and projects are allowed to devel op and go 
on with no empirical justification for their existence 
and effect . A s i tuat ion li ke th i s makes one conclude 
that the purpose of provi di ng a serv i ce i s t o promote 
the existence of the organ i sat i on and not t o create an 
organisation t hat r espond s to commun i ty needs . 
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In the preceding Chapters attent ion was pa i d t o examining 
the provision of social work services . In Chapter 2 the 
various services were discussed . These also threw light on 
the r ole played by Social Workers in KwaZulu . The 
following chapter will attempt to gi ve a model that aims at 
alleviating all the problem areas discussed in the previous 
Chapters. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY FORMULATION IN 
KWAZULU 
In the proposed model f or social welfare policy formulation, 
ways and means of overcoming some of the limitations and 
shortcomings in the present structure and service delivery 
are suggested . This means that the model does not propose 
to do away with the present service and structure as they 
have a contribution lo make . Rather, it proposes an 
extension and perhaps -slight modificat ion of the present 
system . 
Issues to be addressed are : 
i) The relationship between practice and policy (Planning) 
ii) Professionalism i n service delivery (Implementation) 
iii) Future di rect ions (Evaluation) 
Fi gure below serves to demonstrate the present relationship 
between : 
1. the commun i ty, target group or client whose needs are 
addressed by pol icy . 
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2. policy formulat ors or decis ion makers and (3) service 
delivery or pract ice . 
A one way channel of communication where pract ice only 
interprets policy for implemenLation . 
3 . 
lient, target group 
or community 
Service ~livery 
or practi~e 
Fig. 1. 
Planning for Policy f ormulat ion 
2 . Policy f ormulators 
or decisi on- makers 
Stage 1 Identification and Defin ition o f Needs 
The purpose of probl em i dent i fi cat ion i n pol icy f ormulation 
i s to help the worker to unde r sta nd and ind i vidua lise the 
situation he is dealing with . In describing the content of 
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probl em assessment , Pi nc us and Mi nahan enumerate f i ve 
processes that should be undertaken : 
1. Identifying and stating the problem 
2 . Analyzing the dynami cs of the social situation 
3 . Establishing goals 
4 . Determining tasks and strategies 
5 . Stabilizing the change effort 
The fulfilment of all these processes requi r e certain skills · 
and knowledge from the worker . Too often worker and 
decisioh- makers i gnore these steps or define the problem 
from very limited data and information . The result is 
failure t o focus on the cond i t i0ns that society deems 
undesirable or problemat ic . Before the workers can come to 
a conclusion about what the problem is , he needs to have 
gathered information and analysed the situation . To be 
able to do this the work e r must have had training i n the 
related fields such a s social planning , research , 
administration , organisational behaviour and commun i ty 
33. Pincus A and Mi nahan A: Soc ial Work Practice : Model 
and Method : F E Peacock 
Publ i shers Inc . 1973, p . 103 
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study. These course are not included in the undergraduate 
curriculum. This means that persons to undertake this 
responsibility must have done postgraduate studies in the 
relevant areas. Once the needs have been identified the 
findings can be communicated to the policy makers to enable 
t~em to formulate policies that are directed at ameliorating 
the identified community needs: 
The diagrams in Figure 2(a) and (b) illustrates the 
importance and relevance of the relationship between policy 
and practice. 
Fig. 4 
(a) {b) 
In figure 1(a) we have an illustration of a case where 
policy is formulated and directed at addressing the needs of 
a certain target group. There is no machinery to link the 
intentions (policy) with the intended state, which state 
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would be the e ffects of the policy on the target groups 
needs. The result would be that we end up with a policy 
that has no influence or effect on people's lives, nor their 
needs. In such instances policy remain~ as a wonderful 
document filed in some off ice, and the needs of the 
community remained unresolved . 
Implementation 
In figure 2(b) the introduction of a third level, that 
i s practice is introduced . Practice serves to link policy 
to the target group . The co- ord i nati ng r ole by practice 
can take two forms wh ich are : 
i) The ~ractice level can i nte rpret policy to the target 
group for implementation . Practice and policy would 
have no concern about the effect and implications of 
policy on the broad community needs or those needs that 
fell beyonnd the policy parameters. 
ii) The practice level ca n also analyse and evaluate the 
impact of policy on the ta rget group . I f policy does 
not achieve the intended state of affairs , then 
practice can play the r ole o f advocate on behalf of the 
target group. 
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In figure the downward channel of commun ication is 
depicted, where policy is interpreted by practice to the 
target groups. The model proposes therefore an 
introduction of a level that will evaluate policy to 
establish whether policy did address community needs, and if 
there were those people whose needs fell outside the 
parameters of policy then policy makers should be informed 
of these to enable them to take effective decisions about 
type of policy to be formulated. 
Skills in policy formulat ion 
The second reason to support the proposal for an extension 
of the existing services is that the present personnel do 
not have the time to undertake an extensive problem 
assessment as would best befit the circumstance , and also 
enable the workers to plan and analyse their work in such a 
way that policy and pra ctice work to similar goals . The 
proposed level in the structure would thus consist of 
personnel who have the relevant training and because their 
involvement would be directly and only concerned with 
problem identification , assessment and ana1ysis they can 
thus plan their i ntervention in such a way that both the 
pol icy makers and the target grou p or commun ity needs are 
effectively and rat ionally planned f or. 
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In figure 2(b) we have an i llustration of a structure that 
operates from the client or target group. The role of the 
social work planner becomes that of ident i fying and 
assesg i ng problems. In this area of problem identification 
the entire planning would promote a relat ionshi p where 
practice advises policy and policy would i n turn include in 
i~s planning the appropriate distribution of resources and 
structure that would provide a basis f or forward planning in 
the distribution of resources on an equal bases (the 
criteria for equality would be based on the extent and 
shared definition of needs) . If this responsibility was to 
be stated in simple terms, the following division would 
distinguish the different roles, which are however, both 
geared to achievement of common goals: 
Practitioner or Planners 
role 
Undertake community studies 
and research to determi ne 
community levels of 
identifying need and 
assess conditions that 
are defined as problemat ic 
Policy or decision makers' 
role 
Define policies that will 
alleviate problems 
identified . Provide 
resou r ces and st r uctu res 
that will (i) Facilitate 
the ach ievement of policy 
goals . ( ii ) Mobilise 
resources f or achievement 
of policy goals . 
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The model proposed on page 93 (fi gure 3) would make soclal 
work i nterven tion mor e effect i ve and professional . 
It is hoped that by i ntrod ucing s pecific programmes , social 
workers will be able to realise the i mportance of c reat i ng 
responses to needs . The programmes will vary l n nature and 
s ize depending on the needs expressed . The professional 
imput will be expressed th r ough the various programmes . 
The r ehabilitation and counselling programmes will , f or 
i nstance , allow f or the applicat ion of such theor i es as 
fami l y therapy , psychotherapy , behaviou r modification etc . 
In order to guard aga i nst the temptation o f f itting people 
to a programme regardless of whether iL meets the i r needs , 
regular evaluat ion of the i mpac t of the programmes must be 
undertaken , and close communication wi ll have to be 
encouraged with the other leve ls i n the structu re . That is 
Th i s the social planne r s or policy a nalyst level . 
relationship will help to provide the policy analyists with 
i nformation about the category o f needs that the programmes 
do not mee t . 
The process o f policy formu lation is dependant on a number 
of var i ables . These are the purpose for f ormulat i ng 
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policy, issues and conce rn s that the general pub lic or 
community feel are i mportant . The policy analysts must 
therefore also consider these var i able , by lia i sing and 
communicating with the political leader in order t o 
understand the purpose for pol 1cy formulation , they must 
also communicate with community members to establish 
community needs as well as understand the culture and 
standards of operat ion of the community . Merely 
understanding the situation without playing the role of 
advocacy can lead the worker to an une ffective level of 
operation . The worker has t o understand that his role is 
to facilitate the atta inment of an expression of the concern 
by society for its members wh ich for the purposes of this 
study means a concern f or the commun~ty ' s social welfare . 
The policy analyst ' s r ol e would i nclude : 
a) Being i nvolved i n policy analysis - an exercise of 
prediction based on the application of social science 
theories , i nformat ion on how policies being considered 
can be expected t o work out , 
programmes . 
the costs of the 
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b) Undertaking extensive and comprehensive demographic and 
community studies in order to determine felt and 
expressed needs of the communities as well as an 
eqyitable and efficient distribution of resources. 
c) Creating and encouraging an effective communication 
link between the community, the social work 
practitioners, policy analysts and policy f ormulators. 
The aim of this is to promote co- ordinated planning 
efforts and to direct resources and efforts to a 
demonstration of a concern for individuals, groups and 
community needs . 
d) Evaluating the policies in order to arrive at the 
answer of whether programmes work in the way that was 
intended by the policy designers and whether these 
i ntensions meet community needs. 
Figure 4 shows the sources from which the pol icy analysts or 
planners will draw their information. The i nformation will 
be used to guide policy makers in their decisions about 
issues and matters that poli cy should encompass. 
The nature of the structure i n any organisation should be 
such that it promotes the achievement of policy goals . This 
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means that even the f i r st le vel i n t he s truct ure (t he 
present level that is respons i ble f or interpret i ng statutory 
policies) must be scheduled in such a way that it promotes a 
profes i onal input and offers a guide to policy formulati on . 
Professiona l i sm i n welfare service Delivery 
In order to faci l ita te the introduction of professionalism 
in the social work service delivery and also to provide a 
basis for guiding policy formulation the following model is 
proposed for probation services or statutory serv ices. 
Referral Sources 
1 
Self Referral!! :var ious) 
;courts 1 
! Agencies\ 
I Org. 
i Other ~ 
;A 
1_ 
-- --
Pro rammes 
Counselling . 
Div i sion \ 
Recepti on r 
I 
! I Eligible ~ No 
I Service -~ No Needed 
---'-1~ Referred 
Elsewhere 
-~ Referred 
Returned 
t o Source 
Pro rammes 
Empl oyment \Rehabil i - Other 
Divis ion tat ion Sources 
Fi g. 5 . 
r 
~-- J 
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Commu 
needs 
nity Evaluat ion r esult Pol i cy 
i ves o f socia l wor k mot 
prac t i t ioner ' s i 
programmes ! 
' I ' ! 
1 
Policy L -- - - - --t 
Analysis } I 
\ 
i 
I 
Policy I 
r- -- -- Makers I 
' 
Community or Practice or 
.J Policy 
policy ta r get ..... Implementat ion 
' I Evaluation [' 
0 
Fig . 6 The Social Welfare Pol i cy Formulat ion Circle . 
Evaluation 
The policy eval uation results as well as the needs that fall 
outside the pa ramete r s of the policy will in turn form part 
of the information that must gu i de pol icy analysts in the i r 
decisions about issues that pol ic y makers can consider in 
the formulation of policy . Fi gure 3 and 4 illustrate the 
complete policy formulat ion cyc le . Fi gure 3 shows the 
exist i ng structu r e with a few modifications which it is 
hoped will promote a certa i n level of professi onalism in 
social work se r vice provision . Figure 4 represents the 
proposed extension in serv i ce del i ve ry. 
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The person wh o will serve as pollcy analysts wil l be drawn 
from the present Welfare Struct re that exist in the 
Department of Health and welfare . Th is structure was 
discussed in Chapter 1. Socia l Workers , Members of the 
Legislati ve Assembly, Membe rs of the Local Authority and 
representatives from the community wh o have been i nvolved in 
i mplement i ng policies , will constitute and play the r ole of 
pol icy analysts . These will be representatives operating 
at the var ious dist r icts . 
have these members . 
Most of the districts in KwaZulu 
The social workers will provide an i mput from the evaluation 
results of their programmes . 
figure 5 of this chapter . 
The programmes a r e shown in 
Th~s ~ill be a cont ribut ion 
fr om caseworkers . Other contributions wil l come from the 
evaluation results and needs identified from the operations 
o f the Pr i vate Welfare Organisations . The Pr i vate Welfare 
Organ isations represent the commun i ty i n that they form part 
of the community and deal with problems that affect the 
commun i ty . The rat ionale f or i nvolving the local 
Author i t ies and the Members o f the Legis lative Assembly , i s 
that they sit i n the Legi slat i ve As sembly . Although it i s 
observed that there is presently no commun icat ion l i nk 
between the Min iste r and the Members of the Legislat i ve 
34 . 
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Assembly it is hoped that the co- ordi nat ion that is 
encou r aged , will promote the c reati on of an e ffe ct·ve 
cont r i bution by the policy analys s . 
It must al so be apprecia ted that KwaZu lu is a developing 
Third World Country. The idea of ut ilising t he persons i n 
the existing st ructu r es as policy analysts must not be seen 
in the context of s ophisticate Fi r st Wor ld Country . 
Th is is a i ntroduction of the ut ilisa tion of t he available 
resou r ces . This may also be a challenge to the Government 
to r ealise t he i mportance of relat i ng appointments t o the 
r ole that the indi vidual wi ll play. The soc i al workers will 
be challenged to apply professional skills and knowledge in 
thei r i ntervent ion . 
A ques tion for many who understand policy f ormulat ion is how 
to account for the mechanics of the political systems . On 
this i ssues an encou raging ally can be found in Jenk i ns . 
He a r gues t hat a focus on the i nternal structu r e of 
political systems draws us t owards an organ isationa l 
pers pecti ve on policy and to a real isat~on of the i mportance 
34 
and potent ial i nf luence of the admin is trat i ve sphe r e . 
Jenk i ns , W I : Policy Ana lysis . 
Organisationa l 
Ma r t i n Robertsons 
1978, p . 65 . 
A Politica l and 
Perspect i ve . Mart i n 
& Co . Ltd . Lond on N: 8HL 
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CONCLUSION 
I. Ever since 1971 whe n KwaZulu was proclalmed a sel f - gove rn i ng 
state, welfare service del i very became a respons i bility of 
this government . These services have never been evaluated 
to establish what the i mpact of social work i ntervention was 
on the lives of the people se rved . This study thus 
ventures i nto a relat i ve ly une xplored field . To evaluate 
the impact of s ocial work practice (intervention) and t o 
establish whether t here is any relat ionship or 
i nterdependency be tween social work pract ice and policy 
f ormulation . Fi na lly o propose a model f or s ocial we lfa re 
policy formulation i n KwaZulu . 
The findings revea led that there were discrepancies between 
these tw? concepts . Practice must provi de gu i del i nes upon 
which policy must be f ormu lated a nd i n turn policy must 
guide practice about the programmes that address commun i ty 
needs . In order to br i dge th is gap this study examines and 
suggests a model f or pol icy f ormulat ion . The model 
proposes an extension i nlroduces another level i n the 
structure . A level thal will consist of policy ana l ysts 
whose role will i nclude s tudy ing and analys i ng commun ity 
needs, analysing and evalualing pol icy and programmes. 
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In th is way a relat ionsh i p wi ll be s truc k between social 
work practice and social welfare policy formulation . Such 
that policies are formulated on the basis of community 
needs, ai identified by the policy analysts . Sociil work 
intervention would serve to i nterpret and implement policy 
programme which programmes will be analysed and evaluated. 
Evaluators who are not part of the organisational structure 
often encounter problems in announcing their findings or 
even getting co- operation that will allow them to do 
scrupulous evaluations . This model proposes means of 
minimising this problem by having the policy analysts as 
part of the structure and with a r esponsi bility of 
evaluating the i8pac t o f the service and interventjon. 
Figure 3 introduces an approach that should promote an 
application of professional skills in s ocial work 
intervention. The model provides responses to all the 
concern that the study set out to overcome, which concerns 
are : 
Professionalism 
Both levels of pract ice will be able to apply professional 
skills in the delivery of welfare se rv ices . 
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As shown in Fi gure 2 the socia l work practi t ione r s wi l l plan 
f or programmes and 
ident i ~ed need s . 
pro jec t s a i med at addressi ng th e 
The policy analysts wi l l aso apply 
professional skills i n the i r i dentificat i on and assessment 
o f needs , and in the evaluat ion of the impact a nd e ffec t o f 
the programme and policy . 
Social Work Intervention 
It was established that the present i ntervent ion serves to 
interpret statutory policies , the model proposes an 
extension of this i ntervention , which wil l i nt r oduce a level 
of service t hat will advocate for the formulation of 
policies that take into acc ount the dynamics of commun i t i es . 
These dynamics have a bear i ng on the i nterpretat ion and 
defi nition of needs . The fa c t that the ana l ysts will study 
the broad commun ity needs means that the mode l encompasses 
the vari ous act i vit i es and concerns of othe r i nst i t ut ions 
like education, health etc . It therefor e addresses the 
overal l genera l (welfare), as all these i nst i tut ions 
collectively constitute commun i t i es . 
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Li nk i ng Policy l o Pract1ce 
The introduction of policy analysts i n the structure wjll 
create a link between prac t ice and policy . As the r ole of 
the analysts stretches to cover community study , needs 
assessment and evaluat ion, this should c reate a platform for 
the analyst to relate not only policy t o practice, but also 
to ensure that both work to common goals . By working to 
common goals both policy, practice and through the 
contribution of the analysts , it is hoped that the broad 
welfare concerns will be addressed . The evaluation will 
identify areas of further needs to be addressed . 
Rec ommendations 
The findings of this study endorse the i mportance , re levance 
and need of act i vities that have been neglected and 
overlooked for a very long time in social work pract ice . 
These are : 
a) Evaluat ion of services to determi ne whether practice 
and pol icy goals are being ach i eved . 
b) To determi ne wh ether the policy and/or prac t ice 
programmes have any effect , influence or i mpact on 
peoples l i ves , needs and/or we l fare . 
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c ) Whethe r th ese outcomes a r e Lhe des i r ed s Late . 
d) Research which would guide the planning for social 
welfare needs. 
All these activities would enable social work service 
delivery to render services that address community needs. 
They would also fascilitate the relationship between social 
work practice and social welfare policy formulation . 
Undergraduate studies and the majority of postgraduate 
social work students do not study courses in social planning 
and social policy . This also poses problems in the 
consideration of broad policy issues. 
The success and effectiveness of this model i s dependent on a 
number of variables . In order to fa ci l i tate 
implementation of thi s model, policy makers and 
the 
t op 
management administrators must be convinced of the need and 
importance of a change in the present s oc ial work service 
delivery . The Council for Social and Associated Workers, 
the Joint University Council and all other bodies, 
organisations or i nst i tuti ons Lhat are concerned about 
social welfare services delivery, should encourage the study 
o f social policy by s ocial work postgrad uate st udents. 
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Future Research Studies 
Although the ! model implies that social workers will be 
better able to apply the sk i lls learnt at undergraduatE? 
training, once their efforts are supplemented by the 
introduction of policy analysts, there i s a need to 
undertake research to determine what the problems are that 
prevent utilisation for professional soc ial work skills by 
practitioners. Once the model has been implemented it 
would be helpful to undertake research tn order to come up 
with empirical evidence of the role and effect of social 
work intervention in statutory policies . 
Future Directions 
Future directions or proposed policies should be based on 
evaluation results. Even though evaluation has its focus 
on the end result of the programme, researchers and 
evaluators should make a deliberate effort at shaping the 
"product ". This can be achieved by understand i ng at the 
initial stages what it is that policy is addressing and how 
realistic the policy objectives are, especially i n as far as 
meeting people's welfare or needs. 
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Limitations of Study 
! 
There are various tools and techn i ques such as Group Nominal 
Techn i ques, the Pert (Programme Eval uation Review 
Technique) , the Delphi techniques and var ious other 
strategies that can be applied i n community study and needs 
assessment. These can, unfortunately not be discussed in 
this study as they constitute an area of study on their own. 
Such information would have been helpful i n determining the 
extent of the need and determin ing the areas of priority in 
the launching of the model . 
Indeed one of the maj or shortcomings of this study is that 
the mcdel proposes an extension of a long devel oped social 
service system. There are a number of factors t hat can 
delay any innovations and changes in organ isations . 
These factors could include the characteris tic s o f t he 
executives, that is top management and policy makers, it 
could also be relat ed to the organisation ' s ideology, it 
could also be rela ted to pl~ra l ~st : c limitations where 
cha nges are discussed but no decisions taken and i f 
decis ions are taken they never get i mplemented . The study 
did not cover the areas of how the model will be accepted 
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and even implemented by KwaZulu . In which case the 
constraints, fascilitators etc . , could have been taken into 
consider~tion . Because of these restr icting factors as 
well as problems of skilled manpower the significance of the 
model might take a long time to be realised . 
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OUESTlONNAIRE, 
IMPLEMENTATlON 
SERVICE. 
ON 
lN THE 
ANNEXTURE .,A" 
POLICY 
WELFARE 
FORMULATlON, 
SERVICE OF 
INTERPRETATION AND 
THE KWAZULU GOVERNMENT 
RESEARCH TOPIC: A MODEL FOR WELFARE POLICY FORMULATION lN KWAZULU. 
Even though this study will attempt to establish effective means of 
formulating Welfare Policy for KwaZulu, it is hoped that the findings 
will benefit other Welfare Organisations or Agencies. 
The term Organisation, Agency and Department have been used 
interchangeably. They are accepted to mean one and the same things. 
Your contribution will be greatly appreciated and will also assist in 
the identification of an effective method of formulating and 
implementing Welfare Policies. 
lt will be appreciated if you could return the completed · questionnaire 
by June 30 1986. 
Your co-operation is greatly appreciated. 
Yours faithfully 
R J N NEKU 
SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES, SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY FORMULATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION IN KWAZULU 
1. 
2. 
i) 
PURPOSE : 
To ascertain the level of involvement of Social Work 
practitioners i n the f ormulation of Socia l Welfare Policy. 
To determine the extent to which community needs are 
i ncorporated in the formulation of Social Welfare Policy . 
OBJECTIVES: 
To obtain identifying deta i ls about position held. 
ii) To identi fy the s ocial worker' s knowledge about social 
welfare policies 
iii) To determi ne the r ole played by s ocial workers in 
i dentifying issues that Social Welfare Policy must 
encompass . 
iv) To identify whether soc i al workers have knowledge about the 
constitution and functioning of Policy Mak i ng Committees . 
v) To establish the level of the i nvolvemen t of community 
structures 
decisions . 
in prov i di ng information t o guide policy 
3. 
4. 
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vi) To identify the utilisation of channels of communication in 
the Welfare structure with specific reference to 
communications of policy related i ssues. 
vii) To identify the contribut ion of social workers in social 
welfare policy formulat ion . 
AREA OF STUDY 
The study , wi ll be conducted with the assistance of Social 
Workers, Soc ial Work Supervisors and members of the top 
Management in the Department of Health and Welfare in 
KwaZulu. 
REDUCTION OF BIAS 
i) A standard questionna i re will be used for the collection of 
data. 
ii) All Social Workers, Social Work Supervisors and top 
Management i n the Depar tment of Welfare and Pensions will be 
requested to complete the questionnaire . 
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OBJECTIVE (i) 
JDENTIFYING DETAILS OF RESPONDENTS 
I 
Position held in Departmen t SEX I 
MALE FRMALE 
I 
Director ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Secretary of Department ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Assistant Secretary of Department ... ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I chief Social Worker ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\Principal Social Worker ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
:social Worker ........... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i 
:other J ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
J 
I 
!Number of years in this position ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
Tick against appropriate co lu~n 
OBJECTIVE (ii) and (iii) 
KNOWLEDGE OF DEPARTMENTAL POLICY 
COMMUNICATION, CHANNELS WITH REGARDS TO POLICY 
- ··- ·-· ----- -- -- ---
Do you know t he policy of policies of you Department? YES NO 
What policy manuals do you keep i n you r office? 
.., I \ 
•••••...•••••.•.•••••••••••••••..•......••••••••••••...••• 1 .•••• 1 . . . . I 
4 
OBJECTIVE iv 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTIONING OF POLICY MANAGEMENT OR 
COMMITTEE 
----- ----- -·····--· - --- ---·--- --. ------ - ·-
- - -- - --- ·-· 
' 
' I 
Is there a Policy Management Committee in your Department? 
ow is this committee constituted? 
How does this committee function? 
........................................................................ 
OBJECTIVE V 
INVOLVEMENT OF COMMUNITY IN PROVIDING INFORMATION FOR POLICY DECISIONS 
How often are the following groups used ~or answers to policy 
questions and concerns? 
Never Occassionally Always 
Professional Associations 
Commission 's of Enquiry 
Task Forces I ...................................... 
The Academics/University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j 
The Service Consumers 
The Service Deliverers 
Other Organisations 
--------·----------- -· ·· - -· 
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OBJECTIVE VI (a) 
CONTRIBUTION BY SOCIAL WORKER TO POLICY FORMULATI ON 
How often do to you get in volved in the f ollowing planning 
respons ibilities 
Never Occass ionally Always 
Retiremen t of Staff . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 
s election of St aff . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
T raining of Staff .. . . . .... . . .. . . . . . 
s tudent Train i ng Programmes .. . .. . 
' 
c ommunity Needs Assessment . . ... . 
p r ogramme/Project Planning . 
B udgetting . . . 
I 
rogramme Eva luation I .. . .. 1 
p 
ork Evalua tion I . . . . . . . . . . . . . • J w 
I 
I 
' ther I 
' ' '' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' 
I 
' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' 
0 
If other specify: 
....................................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OBJECTIVE VI (b) 
State briefly how you cont ribute to policy formula tion . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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OBJECTIVE VI ((b) 
State briefly how you contr i bute to policy formula tion : 
I 
.............................................................. . ...... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
OBJ ECTIVE VI (c) 
State briefly how you handle ma tters that fall outside or are not 
included in the policy procedure manuals. 
OBJECTIVE VI (d) 
State briefly what the l i mitations and constraints to policy 
formulat ion are in your Department . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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' ----------··· ---~ -----···- - · ---I I How is policy/policies communicated to you? 
I In writing? 
......... 
YES NO 
Verbally? 
......... 
Telephonically? 
Other? 
......... 
........ , 
. . . . . . . . . ........ 
··--~---· . ·-· - - · . -+----.... 
SCHEDULE 
i) Completion of questionna i re 10 February 1986 
ii) Dispatchi ng of questionnaire 27 February 1986 
iii) Dispatching of reminders 29 May 1986 
i v ) Collect i on and Analysis of da ta 11 July 1986 
APPENDIX, B 
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